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ABSTRACT 

Wavelet analysis is a rapidly developing area of mathematical and application-

oriented research in many disciplines of science and engineering. The wavelet trans

form, which localizes signals in space and scale, has become a popular tool for ana

lyzing and understanding coherent structures in random fluid flows, especially in the 

atmospheric boundary layer. 

In this dissertation, a statistical technique is developed to separate coherent struc

tures in the wavelet transform from fluctuations due to incoherent noise. This tech

nique (coherent structure detector) is based on one of the oldest methods in nonpara-

metric statistics: the development of a randomized reference distribution. To build 

our randomized reference distribution, we flrst calculate the Discrete Fourier Trans

form of the signal. From this, we build a large number of exemplars by keeping the 

Fourier transform magnitude but randomizing the phase. Thus each exemplar has 

exactly the same power spectrum as the signal but is known to be incoherent. Each 

exemplar is then wavelet transformed to provide incoherent transform exemplars. At 

each scale order statistics are accumulated from the group of wavelet transform ex

emplars. These order statistics are used to provide the thresholds and corresponding 

p-values at each scale. This provides our statistical test, from which we identify the 

statistically significant information in the signal. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Wavelet Transforms and Coherent Structures 

Measurement and analysis of random fluid flow provide a great challenge in signal 

processing. These flows, due to turbulence, eddies, fronts, and so on, are extremely 

random yet often contain highly structured phenomena. The traditional signal plus 

noise model, which is often used in signal processing, fails to capture important 

physics of the flow. In wind engineering analysis, the spectrum is commonh^ used to 

characterize the energy content and the longitudinal scale of turbulence in the wind 

field. However, this incoherent signal model is not always suflftcient to identify inter

mittent coherent structures in the wind. Evidence suggests that these intermittent 

coherent structures may be responsible for wind damage. These periods of gust may 

be viewed as coherent structures occurring in an otherwise incoherent signal. 

In recent years there has been a tremendous research effort, both at the theoretical 

and application-oriented level, directed at the development of wavelets. In particular, 

wavelet transforms have become a popular tool for analyzing time-scale features of 

signals. 

The wavelet transform, which localizes signals in space and scale, has also been 

used for analyzing and understanding coherent structures in random fluid flows, es

pecially in the atmospheric boundary layer (cf, [14] and, more recently, [4]). 

Since wavelets will play a central role in this dissertation we begin by providing 

the basic definition of the wavelet transform of a signal. The term "wavelet" refers to 

a set of waves formed from an analyzing wavelet function ip{t), by dilations (scale); 

e.g., 

and translations (position), e.g., 



The analyzing function is assumed to be square integrable. iy{t) G L~{R)\ i.e., it has 

finite energy. The wavelet at scale a and position b is defined as: 

and the general wavelet transform (WT) of the signal x[t) is defined by convolution 

with the set of translated and scaled wavelets: 

W,{b,a) = a-'l^ r x[t)v f — ) dL (1.1) 
— ex ^ ^ 

where x[t) = x{t, ^') is measurable on standard measurability space and V denotes 

the complex conjugate of v. This can also be expressed in terms of convolution * 

notation bv 

Tr,(6. a) = a-'/^x{t) * i'' ( ^ ) • (1-2) 

Another interpretation is that the wavelet transform is a bank of matched filters 

between the signal x{t) and the scale a and the position b version of the analyzing 

function. The choice of the analyzing function ip determines what types of phenomena 

are detected. 

Unfortunately, in signals of a highly stochastic nature, the wavelet transform 

often replaces a complicated one-dimensional signal representation with an even more 

complex two-dimensional signal representation. This is particularly true with wind 

measurements. Chapter II demonstrates this difficulty. In particular, the rapid drop

off in the power spectrum combines with the usual variation of the correlation length 

with scale, making interpretation difficult at best. To overcome this problem, we 

replace this informal interpretation of pictures with a rigorous statistical test. 

The motivation for our statistical approach follows from Fisher's work on one of 

the oldest methods in nonparametric statistics: the development of a randomized 

reference distribution [3]. In our case, we want to distinguish a coherent structure 

from incoherent noise due to the signals power spectrum. To build our randomized 

reference distribution, we first calculate the discrete Fourier transform of our wind 



measurement. From this, we build a large number of exemplars by keeping the Fourier 

transform magnitude but randomizing the phase. Thus each exemplar has exactly 

the same power spectrum as the wind measurement but is known to be incoherent. 

These incoherent exemplars are used to build our randomized reference distri

bution. Each exemplar is wavelet transformed to provide incoherent transform ex

emplars. -\t each scale, order statistics are accumulated from the group of wavelet 

transformed exemplars. These order statistics are used to provide thresholds and 

corresponding p-values at each scale. This provides our statistical test. At each 

scale, we use these thresholds to determine the p-values associated with the peaks 

in the wavelet transform of our wind measurements. Through a simple thresholding 

technique, we can then provide a wavelet transform showing only the statistically 

significant information. 

1.2 The Importance of Coherent Structures 

.\s we mention in Section 1.1, coherent structures may be responsible for wind 

damage. Such coherent structures, which are localized in time and can be found dur

ing thunderstorm outflow, hurricane eyewall windflelds, and so on, can cause signifl-

cant devastation. For example, Hurricane Andrew destroyed $25 billion in property 

and killed 15 people (Rappaport [23], Mayfield et al. [16]). The worst devastation 

appeared due to an eyewall mesovortex (Wllloughby and Black [32]). Miami radar 

first detected a pair of intense echoes orbiting the center of the eyewall, and cyclonic 

mesovortices appeared at these locations as the storm approached. \\'hen the eye-

wall reached the coast, the vortex pair stopped rotating; strong convection erupted 

to the north of the center, resulting in a strong (26 m/s over land) fixed cross-track 

asymmetry (Willoughby and Black [32]). During the 45-minute landfall of the eye, 

radars at Tampa and Melbourne (about 300 kilometers away) detected seven intense 

convective cells forming where the northern eyewall intersected the coast. These con-

vective cells had a life cycle of 8-15 minutes with radar-estimated rain rates increasing 

15-fold to 150 mm/h. These convective cells were accompanied by increases in wind 



speed of 20 m/s in a 60 m/s basic flow, presumably due to precipitation-induced 

downdrafts (Wakimoto and Black [25], Fujita [7]. Willoughby and Black [32]). Con

vective updrafts apparently formed at least one 3-5 km diameter mesovortex where 

the northern eyewall made landfall; this mesovortex was identified as a "hot spot" by 

the NOAA-11 satellite (Willoughby and Black [32]). Other localized structures may 

well ha\e formed due to the intense interaction between the northern eyewall and the 

coast. 

Strong mesovortices and other intense coherent features have been detected in 

other hurricane eyewalls using remote sensing, flight-level measurements, and dam

age and debris assessments. Flight-level measurements of Hurricane Hugo showed a 

mesovortex with 30 m/s relative rotation in a 70 m/s basic flow. After landing, Hugo 

apparently developed strong "downbursts" that caused highly localized patterns of 

damage, as discussed by Fujita [21. 22]. The vortex circled the eye five times while 

strong convective cells developed and decayed (Black and Marks [2]). Earlier U2 pho

tographs of T}phoon Ida show the eyewall clouds folding into the eye as they wrap 

around a mesovortex (Fletcher et al. [5]). 

In Andrew, the heaviest damage lay in streaks that appear to be associated with 

coherent structures in the northern portion of the eyewall (Willoughby and Black 

[32]). These damage streaks may have been caused by downdrafts associated with 

intense convective cells or by strong relative circulation from mesovortices or by in

tense tornado-like vortices in the core as proposed by Fujita [25] or by some other 

(as yet unknown) localized phenomena. But the damage pattern tells a clear story: 

understanding wind fields and their effects requires an understanding of coherent 

structures. 

1.3 Outline of the Dissertation 

In this dissertation, a statistical technique (the coherent structure detector) is 

developed for identifying coherent structures in signals using wavelet transforms. We 

will discuss the motivation for our approach, develop our theoretical analysis, and 



give several examples applying our method to the identification of coherent structures 

arising from physical data. 

In Chapter II, we estabUsh the motivation for the development of our statistical 

technique based on the continuous wavelet transforms. The wavelet transform of 

white noise is defined using the Ito integral and the autocorrelation of the analyzing 

wavelet function, and the shifted analyzing wavelet function is computed to provide 

a clear picture of the random variations due to white noise. 

In Chapter III, we illustrate this technique with wind data taken during different 

atmospheric conditions. In some cases, coherent gusts are clearly evident in the wind 

measurement and are also detected by our statistical method. In others, a simple 

visual inspection is inconclusive and often misleading. Our statistical analysis is then 

most helpful and provides an important tool for understanding the wind field and its 

interaction with its environment. 

Our central interest is in the analysis of random fluid flows. Unfortunately, these 

flows are very complicated. To investigate our statistical detection technique, we 

establish theoretical analyses, in Chapter IV, based on the common example of known 

signal plus colored noise model. The optimal test is then compared with our coherent 

structure detector. The main results of this chapter are based on the Central Limit 

Theorem and large sample methods. 

In Chapter V, we continue our analysis on the detection of known signal plus 

colored noise model for fixed a and for the whole window. The generalized likelihood 

ratio test is used to compare with our coherent structure detector; numerical examples 

are given to support our findings in Chapter IV. 

Finally, in Chapter VI, we present issues for future study. 



CHAPTER II 

DETECTION USING CONTINUOUS WAVELET TRANSFORMS 

2.1 An Overview 

As we mentioned in Chapter I, wavelet transforms have become a popular tool 

for anah'zing and understanding interesting structures in random fluid flows and in 

the atmospheric boundary layer: the Haar wavelet analyzing function has been used 

to detect the abrupt transitions in atmospheric phenomena (see [1]<[29] and [31]); 

the Morlet wavelet analyzing function captures signals that are localized in time and 

frequency have been applied to atmospheric phenomena in [18] and [31], under high 

wind conditions; many other authors have also used orthogonal wavelet transforms 

in this field, cf. [12], [13], [14], and [33]. 

Unfortunatel}'. in practice, the wavelet transforms of noisy signals are often compli

cated. The following two figures. Figures 2.1 and 2.2, for example, show the amplitude 

squared of the wavelet transform of two wind measurements using the Haar wavelet 

and the Morlet wavelet. Note that the wavelet transforms appear structured (see the 

high energy regions in these two pictures). What is the meaning of these structures? 

How do we know that the apparent structure is not due simply to chance? 

In order to answer such questions, we first consider the wavelet transform of 

white noise. In this case, the correlation function of the wavelet transform is used 

to characterize the shape and size of spurious "'structures.'" For the Haar wavelet, we 

direct!}' compute the autocorrelation of the analyzing wavelet function and the shifted 

analyzing wavelet function. For the Morlet wavelet we compute the autocorrelation 

of the analyzing wavelet function and the shifted analyzing wavelet function, using a 

Sine quadrature to approximate the integrals. 
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Figure 2.1: Wavelet Transform Using Haar Wavelet 

2.2 The Wavelet Transform Algorithms 

Let us now illustrate how we obtain the wavelet transforms in Figures 2.1 and 2.2. 

For numerical efficiency, we implement the convolution in equation (1.2) with the Fast 

Fourier Transforms (FFT). Denoting the Fourier transform of x at ^ by X{^) = x(^), 

so that 

F{xm = m = 
»oo 

—oo 

,-it^ x{t) dt. 

Then, the Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT) is given by 

1 P°° 

F-\xiO) = <0 = ^ J J''H0 dt 
Applying the Plancherel formula 

/

oo 

-oo 

1 »oo 

^/j{x)V{x)dx = — I ^{OViOdt 
—oo 

to (1.2) and using the the fact that 

-b^ 
F hP 

a 
iO = ae-^^V(aO, 

the expression (1.2) can be expressed as 

W,{b,a) = a'/' e^'^xiOHciO dt (2.1) 

7 
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Figure 2.2: Wavelet Transform Using Morlet Wavelet 

This expression is simply an IFFT: 

W,{b,a) = a'/'F-' (^x{-)xP{a')) {b). (2.2) 

Note that a discretized form of this expression is very easy to approximate using the 

FFT and IFFT, especially if we can explicitly compute the Fourier Transform of the 

analyzing wavelet. 

Consider, for example, the Haar wavelet with analyzing function given by 

r'. * (i^) = < 

- L b-a/2<t <b 

1, b<t <b-\-a/2 • (2.3) 

0, otherwise 

This analyzing function is useful for identifying the scale and magnitude of sustained 

changes in signal level. 
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Now, using the change variables u = {t — b)/a, we can write (2.3) as 

- 1 , - l / 2 < w < 0 

ip{u) = { 1, 0 < w < 1/2 . (2.4) 

0, otherwise 

One advantage of the Haar wavelet is that the Fourier transform of the charac

teristic function of an interval is readily computed. Indeed, let us consider a finite 

interval [c, d] and compute the Fourier transform of the characteristic function 

X[c,d]it) = 
l , t G [c,d] 

0, otherwise 

Fx[c,d]{0 = I XM]e '""^dx, 

Q-id(, _ g - i c ^ 

— I 

i 1 
= -[cos((iO - cos(c01 + 7[sin(o?0 

Applying this to the Haar wavelet in (2.4) we obtain 

sin(cO]. 

^ ( 0 = ^(X[o,i/2])(0-^(X[-i/2,o])K) 

= |[cos(e/2) - 1], 

and hence 
- / , 22 

COS I — j - 1 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

Finally, in terms of the original coordinates, the wavelet transform of the data x given 

in (2.2) can be expressed as 

l - c o s ( a 4 / 2 ) \ ' 
W:,[b,a) = 2a-"HF-' (m\^ C / 

[b). (2.7) 

Another example is the Morlet wavelet with analyzing function ij; given by 

xl){t) = e^^'e ict-ty2 



where c is a constant. This analyzing function is used for identifying signal charac

teristics localized in time and frequency. 

Once again the Fourier Transform of the Morlet wavelet can be computed explicitly 

and is given by 

Thus the wavelet transform of the Morlet wavelet for data x using equation (2.2) is 

n ; ( 6 , a ) - v ^ F - i ( x ( - ) ^ ) 

= >AF-i [x{t)e-^-^-'^" 1^) . (2.8) 

Hence, using the wavelet transform algorithms in equations (2.7) and (2.8), we 

obtain Figures 2.1 and 2.2: 

2.3 The Wavelet Transform of White Noise 

Defining the continuous wavelet transform of white noise requires several analytical 

tools. In this section we first give a definition of a class of functions V and the 

definition of the Ito integral. 

Definition 2.3.1. Let V be the class of Junctions [19] 

f{t,uj) : R X ^ h ^ M 

such that 

(i) (t,uj) H-> f{t,uj) is B X T measurable, where B denotes the Borel a-algebra on 

R. 

(ii) f{t,uj) is Ft adapted, where Ft is the smallest a-algebra containing all sets of the 

form {w;Bt,^^) G F^,-' • ,Bt,(w) G F^}, for k = 1,2,--- ,tj < t and Fj G /?" 

are Borel sets. 

(iii) E[j f{t,ujfdt\ <oo . 

10 



Definition 2.3.2. (The Ito Integral [19]) Let f G V(5. T). Then the Ito integral of 

f (from S to T) is defined by 

/ f{t,u) dWtiuj) = \im (l)n{t,u)dWtH. 
Js "^0075 

where {(^„} is a sequence of elementary function such that 

E {f{t,u)-(l>n{t,Uj)ydt -^ 0 as n ^ 00. 

Now, let yVt be the Wiener process such that the white noise Xt is the "derivative" 

of the Wiener process; the wavelet transform of the white noise is then formally defined 

as 

IL(6, a) = a-'/' 1^ W{t)i^ ( ^ ) dt, 

where ijj denotes the conjugate of the analyzing wavelet function ip. Since, formally, 
dyv 

Wt = —77-, we define the wavelet transform of white noise as dt 

W{b,a) = a - . - 1 / 2 
»oo 

^{ M w . 
— 0 0 a 

(2.9) 

We should mention here that if the function ip in equation (2.9) varies "smoothly" 

with t, then the Ito integrals and the Stratonovich integrals of ip coincide [19]. Thus 

all of the conclusions of this chapter also apply using the Stratonovich definition of 

equation (2.9). 

Note that equation (2.9) can also be written as 

t-b' 
W{b,a) =a - . - 1 / 2 

»oo 

A 
— 0 0 

—-jdW-i I ipt 
— 0 0 a 

dyv 

where ipr is the real part of the analyzing wavelet function and ipi is the imaginary 

part of the analyzing wavelet function. 

Furthermore, E{W{b,a)) = 0 and 

E[W{b,a)W*{b,a)] = a-'E (/.>-(^)«)"^a 
Thus, by the Ito isometry [19], we obtain 

/

oo 

(i/;2 + ip^)dt. 
•00 

V'i 
t-b' 

a 
dW 

(2.10) 
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2.4 .\ Useful Relation 

In order to compute the autocorrelation coefficient of the wavelet transform and 

the shifted wavelet transform, let us now consider an important relation using Defi

nition 2.3.1 and Definition 2.3.2. 

Theorem 2.4.1. For all f e V and g eV, 

E f{t,u;)dW(uj)] ij g{t,u)dW[Lo) 

= 2[ fgdt] + / fdt g'dt 

For convenience, when limits are not specified, the notation f indicates integration 

from —oo to oo. 

The proof of Theorem 2.4.1 is similar to the proof of the Ito isometry and is carried 

out in the sequence of lemmas, Lemma 2.4.1 through 2.4.3. 

Lemma 2.4.1. If (j) and ip are bounded and elementary with —oo < a < b < oo, then 

E (l)(t,u)dW{uj)] / ij{t,uj)dW{uj) 

»6 \ •̂  rb nb 

= 2 1 / (f)iljdt j + / (f)^dt / i;^ dt. 
a / J a J a 

Proof. First, since (f){t,u) and ip[t,uj) are bounded and elementary functions, we have 

E 
>b \^ f C^ ^ ̂  

(l>{t)dw] / ^{t)dW 

= E 
n 2 / n ^ 2 

3 = 1 i = l 

= J2 Mj'^kipeE [A Wz A Wj A W^ A We] • 
i,j,k,e 

(2.11) 

Now recall the definition of the Wiener process and use the fact that the Wiener 

12 



increments are normal, independent, zero mean, and variance Ai, to obtain 

Y, Mj'^kAF [A Wi A Wj A WA: A We] 
i,j,k,l 

= J2 <l>i<l>j^kM^tiy^''(^tjy/^Atky/\Atey^^E[ZiZjZkZe]. (2.12) 
ij,k,e 

But, 

E(Z^) = 3, i = j = k = i 

E [ZiZjZkZt] = < 

E(zfz]) = i, i = kj = i,k^e 

E(ZfZ]) = l, i = e,j = k,k^£ 

E{ZfZl) = l, i=jj = kj^i 

0, otherwise, 

so we obtain 

J2 MjAi^iE [A Wi A Wj A Wfc A Wt] 
i,j,k,e 

= Yl (f>i<l>ji^kM^ti){Atj) + ^ <t>i(j>j'4)kM^U)[Atj) 
i=k,j=e,i^j i=i,j=k,i^j 

i=j,k=e,i^t 

= 2 J2 cf>icl>jiPi^j(Ati){Atj) -f J2 (l>l^]{^U){Atj) 

3 * 

•6 

(j)i/)dt = 2 ( 1 (j)il)dt\ + / (/»2rft / V r̂ft. (2.13) 

D 

Now, we extend Lemma 2.4.1 from bounded and elementary function to bounded 

functions in V. 

13 



Lemma 2.4.2. Let h E V and u E V be bounded. Then for —oo < a < b < oo, 

.6 \ 2 / ^6 ^ 2-

E I h{t)dw] ( u{t)dW = 2 11 hudtj + ( / h'^dtj ( u ̂dt]. 

Proof. Consider sequences (f)n ^ h and ipn ^ u of bounded, deterministic elementary 

functions, with convergence in the L^[a,6] norm (for example, [19], Chapter III). 

By Lemma 2.4.1, we obtain 

\im<E 
n 

= lim < 2 
n 

^b \^ / I^ ^ ^ 

(pndWJ i / IpndW 

(pnlpn dt] + ( / (f)ldt 
' nb 

/ € 
^J a 

dt 

From the definition of the Ito integral and L^ convergence of 0n and ^„, we have 

E 
^b \^ / r^ ^ ^ 

hdWj ( / udW 

h^dt\ ( j u^dt 1 = 0 

- 2 1 / hudt 
a 

D which proves the lemma. 

Now, we extend our result to the class of V. 

Lemma 2.4.3. Let h e V, then there exists a sequence {/„} C V such that fn is 

bounded for each n. Also, let u G V; then there exists a sequence [gm) C V such that 

gm is bounded for each m, and for -oo < a < b < oo, 

E h(t)dW u{t)dW = 2[ f hudtj +ij h^dt u^dt 

Proof. Put, 

- n , if h{t,u) < -n 

fn{t,u)={ h{t,uj), if -n<h{t,uj)<n 

n, if h{t,uj) > n 

14 



And 

—m. if u{t,uj) < —n 

9m[t,u)) = l u{t,Lj), if -m<h{t,uj)< m 

m, if u(t,uj) > m 

Then the conclusion follows by dominated convergence (as n ^ 0 and m -> 0). D 

From Lemmas 2.4.1-2.4.3 we obtain the proof of the theorem. 

Note that the result holds for f[t,uj) = f[t) and g{t,u) = f{t). 

2.5 Autocorrelation for the Wavelet Transform 

Theorem 2.5.1. Let ip be the analyzing wavelet function. Then the autocorrelation 

coefficient of the wavelet transform and the shifted wavelet transform is given by 

p{a,b,a,(3) = 
El — E2 

where Ei is defined below in (2.1), E2 is defined in (2.3), Vi is defined in (2.6), and 

V2 is defined in (2.9). 

Proof. Note that 

El = E[W{b, a)W*{b, a)W{b -h 5̂, a + a)W*{b + /?, a + a)], 

E2 = E[W{b, a)VF*(6, a)]E[W{b + /?, a + a)W*{b + /?, a + a)], 

Vi = >/var[H^(6,a)Py*(6,a)], V2 = v/var[iy(6 -f /?, a + a)W*{b + /?, a -h a)]. 

Now using the fact that 

W{b,a)W*{b,a) = a 
2 / p \ 2 

. a b J •» A 1 \ I / / ^l.ab. rMw] + / i^fdw 

and 
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W{b + /?, a + a)W*{b + /?, a + a) 

= (a + a) - i I (frr^''''+^dw\ + ( f ^^^''''-'^dW 

and applying Theorem 2.4.1, we obtain 

El = E[{W{b, a)W*{b, a)W{b + ̂ , a + a)W*(b + /?, a -F a)] 

- 1 = a-\a-\-ay'E X 

f^-+-M0dw] -^(Ut^'^^'^^dw 

= a-\a + ay^E{ ( / ^fdw] ( / ip^^'^'^^^dW 

+ .̂̂ d̂w] (f^t^'^^'^^dw] +(frr^''''^^dw] (UfdW 

;,"+"''+^dw] ( [iPfuyy] , , 

hence. 

El = a - ^ ( a + a)"^<^2 f ^ab^a+a,b+0dt) - f J w ' f d t f W^^'^'+^ydt 

+ 2 ( [ i)frr^^^'^^dt\ + fw'fdt I {rr^'^^'^^fdt 

JWfdt f(^t''"^''-^fdt + 2 ( / V;,"V^"•'"''•'^^^ 1 + 

+2 (Ufi^t'"'^'''^dt)\ jw'fdt I[^'^''^'^^fdt (2.1) 

16 



To compute E2, note that 

E[W{b,a)W*{b,a)] = a'^E i (Ji^fdw) + (Ufdw) \ , 

and 

E[W(b -{-P,a-\- a)W*(b + /5, a -}- a)] 

= (a-\-a)-^E< ( 11/;-+<^^^^ dw\ +([ f̂+"''̂ ^ d W 
2\ 

Therefore, 

E 

, = a-\a + a)-^E\ (f^dw) + (jAdw\ X 

Or 

Furthermore, 

(2.2) 

E, = a - ' (a + a ) - ' ([(rP^^ + i^^)dt) (j ( (Vr° ' ' ^^ ) ' + ( V r ^ ' ' ^ ' ) ' ) * ) • (2-3) 

vax[W(b,a)W'{b,a)] = E [(^(6,0)^(6,0))^] - (E[W{b,a)W'{b,a)]f, 

17 



and again, by applying Theorem 2.5.1, we obtain 

E[(W{b,a)W'{b,a)f] 

= a-'^E 
: / 

,ab 

= a-^E 

Wd W + / ^pfd W 

^fdw) -^2(f^pfdw) (j^pfdW 

ab. + / WdW 

-f 4 r f ipfipfdtj + 2 f(ipf)^dt [(ipffdt 

.-2 J o / / ^i^ab^ab^^ ) + 3 f [i^fipfa 

+ 4 (^1 ̂ f C^cit) + 2 l{rr')'dt jw'fdt 

wrdt 

+2a -2 WTdt + 4a' xkT^fdt 

We can appeal to (2.10) to compute 

{E[W{b,a)W*[b,a)\f = [a 
oo \ 2 

- 1 / /',/.2 , „/.2> w + rr)dt 
-oo 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 
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Hence, from equations (2.4) and (2.5), 

Vi =a- i^fY^Ji^fYdt -f 2a - 2 wrdt 

+ 2a -2 fwy dt + 4a" .ab„i.ab 
ip^'ipt'dt 

/

oo \ 2 

{v', + vf)dt) . (2.6) 
OO / Similarly, since 

E [{W{b -F /?, a + a)W*(b + /?, a + a)f]] 

= (a + a)-2 

+2(a + a)-2 

+2(a-f a)-2 

+4(a + a)~^ 

( ^ a + a , 6 + / 3 ) 2 ^ / - J ^ ^ a + a . b - f ^ ^ ^ ^ / 

(^a+a,6-f/3)2^^ 

^^a+a,6+/3^2^^ 

n 2 
^a+a,6+/3^a+a,6-f/3^^ (2.7) 

just as above, we can appeal to (2.10) to obtain 

{E[W{b -f /?, a + a)W*{b + /3, a + a)])^ 

/

oo 

((^a+a,6+/3)2 _̂  (^J^+-.^+/5)2)^^ 
-oo 

From equations (2.7) and (2.8), we obtain V2, 

• (2.8) 

dt 

+ 2{a + a)-^ 

+ 2(a + a)"2 

^^a+a,b+Pydt 

(^^a+ccMPfdt + 4(a + a) - 2 

(a + a)-^ /" ((V?+°'''+'')' + ii^t^"''^^?) dt 

-|2 
^a-fa,6+/3^a+a,6+/3^^ 

(2.9) 

D 
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2.6 Examples of Analyzing Functions 

2.6.1 The Haar Wavelet 

In this example, we use the Haar wavelet as the analyzing function, in which case 

we define 

r^\t) = ip 
t-b' 

= < 

a 

- 1 , b-a/2<t <b 

1, b<t<b-ha/2 

0, otherwise. 

(2.10) 

and the corresponding shifted wavelet is 

^^ ^^ {a-\-a) 
= < 

- 1 , b-\-P-^ <t<b + (5 

1, b + (5<t<b + (5 + ^ 

0, otherwise. 

(2.11) 

Again, our goal is to calculate the autocorrelation p. Clearly, by equations (2.10) 

and (2.11), we only have the real part, and 

({r^fdt = ([ipf'fdt = a. 

f(^^a+aM0)2^^ = f{iP^+''^^+f^fdt = a-ba. 

Also, we see that 

Hence, from equation (2.2), we obtain 

Eo = L (2.12) 

Also, by equation (2.6) 

K̂2 ̂  a-2 (^j^^abYd^\ 2a-2 (^j{^f)'' dt] - a-^ / WYdt 

= 2, (2.13) 
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and similarly, by (2.9), 

dt 

+ 2(a -\-a)-^( I (r^^^'^^fdt\ - ([a + a)-^ j {rr^^^'+^fdt 

= 2. 

Now, by equation (2.1), 

(2.14) 

El = a-\a + a)-^ Uff ^-^^-+-^0 ^^ ^ jf^^ab^ ^t /'(^«+"'''+^)2 dt 

= 2a"^(a-l-a)-^ ^a6^a+a,6+/3 + 1. (2.15) 

Hence, from equations (2.12), (2.13), (2.14) and (2.15), we obtain 

p = a-\a-{-a)-^ ( f iP^^iP ab^l^a+a,b-\-(3 
r 

Thus, we first need to study the behavior of f ipftj;^'^^'^'^^. 

But, by taking 6 = 0, a > 0 (fixed) and —a < a < oo, we obtain 

ab.i.a+a,b+P 

-a/2 

xP^-^""'^ (t) dt 
-a/2 

^P^-^""^^ (t) dt 

-a/2 ^ 

I[P,0+^] - I[p--±^,(3] dt 
-a/2 

^0,(3+^] - ^ [ /3-^,^ ] 

Now, let 7 = ^ , so that equation (2.17) becomes 

ab ja+a,b+P 
r TT 

a/2 

I L [P,P+i] 

'a/2 rO 

dt- I I[p-j^p]dt- / /[/3,/3+7] 
0 J-a/2 

(2.16) 

dt. (2.17) 

dt -h / l[0-,,0]dt. (2.18) 
J-a/2 
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Furthermore, the first term in equation (2.18) is given by 

/ /(;,.;,+.,, dt= f [H{t - /?) - H{t -{13 + 7))1 dt 
Jo Jo 

a/2, / 5 < 0 a/2, /5 + 7 < 0 

< a / 2 - / ? , 0<p<a/2 }-{ a / 2 - ( / ? - f 7 ) , 0 </?-h 7 < G/2 >• (2-19) 

0, /? > a/2 0, /? -f 7 > a/2 

The second term in equation (2.18) is given by 

.a /2 

I[p-j,p] dt - r [H{t - (/3 - 7)) - H(t - P)] dt 
Jo 

(2.20) 

ra/2 na/2 

/ H{t -P)dt- / H(t - (/? - 7)) dt 
Jo Jo 

a/2, (3<0 

= < a/2- P, 0 < /? < a/2 

0, /3> a/2 

a/2, ^ - 7 < 0 

^ - < a / 2 - ( / ? - 7 ) , 0 < / 3 - 7 < a / 2 

0, /3 - 7 > a/2 

The third term in equation (2.18) is given by 

J[l3,p+7] dt - -
'-a/2 J-a/2 

[ [Hit -13)- H[t -(13 + 7))] dt 
J -a/2 

/

O rO 

H{t-((3 + j))dt- / H{t-p)dt 
•a/2 J-a/2 

a/2, /? + 7 < - « / 2 a/2, P < -a/2 

= ' -(/5 + 7), a / 2 < / ? 4 - 7 < 0 > - S - /? , - a / 2 </? < 0 >• (2.21) 

0, /? + 7 > 0 0, P>0 
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The fourth term in equation (2.18) is given by 

h-1,0] dt= I H{t -{15- 7)) dt- [ H{t - /3) dt 
/2 J-a/2 J-a/2 

a/2, /? - 7 < - a / 2 a/2, /? < - a / 2 

< - ( / ? - 7 ) , - a / 2 < / ? - 7 < 0 > - < -p, - a / 2 < / ? < 0 >• (2.22) 

0, / ? - 7 > 0 0, P>0 

Now, combining equations (2.19), (2.20), (2.21), and (2.22), we obtain the result 

in Figure 2.3. 

0 ' 

P+Y=a/2 ^ 

P+Y-a/2 

P+Y=0 \ 

P+Y=-a/> -p-Y-a/2 

\ 
0 ^ 

a+2p 

3P+Y+OC/2 N 
s • 

\ • 
N • 

\ • 
\ • 

P-Y+a/2 A 2P+2Y 
• \ 

• \ 
^ 0 ^ 

a-2P 

-3P+Y+a/2 
s • 

N • 
S • 

\ / 
-2P+2Y ^ -P-Y+a/2| 

• \ 
/ \ 

^ 0 ^ 

. p-Y=-a/2 

-P+Y-a/2 

/ P-Y=0 

P-Y-a/2 ^3-Y=a/2 

/ 

/ 
/ 

^ 0 

.^z. - • p 
-a/2 a/2 

Figure 2.3: Regions for integration 

Thus we obtain p, depicted as a pseudo plot in Figure 2.4 and as a surface plot in 

Figure 2.5, by using equation (2.16). Now, by examining Figure 2.1, we see significant 

peaks at around 200, 310, and 660 seconds with scale a at the ranges of (60,140), 

(20,120), and (30,140), respectively. We notice that the wavelet transform using the 

Haar wavelet appears in "striped" structures. Considering the plot of p in Figure 
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2.4,this should not be too surprising. For example, at p = .5. we expect the energy 

of the random noise (white noise) to stay high for about 10 seconds at scales of 80 

units. Taking a = 40 on Figure 2.1, at 310 second, the peak lasts about 20 seconds. 

However, we expect the striped structure to last about 80 unit in scale. Hence the 

once promising peak is no longer available for identification of the structures. This 

suggests that the development of a new technique might be necessary. 

a = 40, -40 < a < 60, -40 < P < 40 

3 

Figure 2.4: Pseudocolor Plot of p for Haar 

2.6.2 The Morlet Wavelet 

Now, we give one more example to support our speculations presented for the Haar 

wavelet. In this example we consider the Morlet wavelet as our analyzing function. 
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-40 

-40 60 

Figure 2.5: Surface Plot of p for Haar 

In this case we have 

'0"'' = exp (^cf — 

c{t-b) 

exp —2 
a 

a 

+ i sin 

exp —2 
-1 (i-b' 

a 

c[t-b)\ ____ , ,_i 

a 
exp - 2 

t-b' 

a 

with i = ^T-l. Therefore, 

. . . = e o s ( ! 2 ( ^ ^ V x p f - 2 - ^ * - * 
a a 

and 

^ - = sin ( £ ( ^ ) exp ( - 2 
-1 / ^ - ^ 

a 

In the same way, we can obtain a formula for the shifted wavelet, 

^ e . . ^ ; . = eos ( £ ( ^ : i l ^ ± M I exp ( - 2 
"̂  ^ a-\-OL 

.ift-jb + P) 

a + a 
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and 
,« . .M. = 3i„ (c(t-ib+m _^_, /t-jb+p) 

V a-Fa / V \ a-\-a 

Now, we need to compute p (as described in the previous section): 

p{a,b,a,(5) = 
E1-E2 

yiV2 ' 

where Ei is defined in equation (2.1), E2 is defined in equation (2.3). \̂ i is defined in 

equation (2.6), and V2 is defined in equation (2.9). 

By the definition of the analyzing wavelet function ip. we see that several of the 

integrands consist of terms of the form 

(t-(b^-(5)\ ,y 
9 ,-^^a + c.)-^{|fi'-^^a('-^^tt^\dt 

a a -I- Q; 

Using the change of variables t-b ^ t and t/a -^ t, these terms can be written first 

as 

and finally as 

a-Ha^a)-^{lf[l)J'^Jdt 

" " / (%f^^^Ut 
a + a 

Let us define 

m 

a-\- a 

{at - P) 
a + a 

An expression for E2 follows immediately from (2.2). Hence, E2 

consider the variances Vi and V2. For Vi we have 

= TT. Next we 

V,' = va.v{W{b,a)W*{b,a)) = E [{W{b,a)W*{b,a)f] - {E[W{b,a)W*{b,a)]y 

= 7r-\-2a -2 Jwy dt -{-2a -2 WTdt 4-4a - 2 rM'dt — TT 

= 2a' Jwy dt + 2a - 2 Jw'f dt + 4a' r'^fdt (2.23) 
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Each of the terms in equation (2.23) can be evaluated explicitly using formulas ob

tained from ([10], page 480). For the first integral we have 

2 

2a' 

= 2 

j{i^^'fdt = 2 (f cosset) exp{-t')dt] 

• oo >oo 1 2 

e ^ dt-\- cos{ct)e'^^ dt 1 + e-

For the second integral we have 

- 2 2a 

= 2 

WTdt = 2 f / sm'^{ct)exp{-t'^)dtj 

•oo »oo 

e * dt- cos{ct)e~^ dt 
'0 Jo 

n 
2 L 

1-e' 

and for the third integral, since the integrand is an odd function, we have 

4a" 

Thus we see that 

I CVf 
T 2 

^prdt 4 ( / sin(ct) cos(cf) exp{-t'^)dt] = 0. 

TT 

^ 2 
1 + e 

T 2 
—c" 

TT 

+ 2 1 - e —c 

Similarly, for ^2 we have 

V^ = var[ir(6 + J, a -\- a)W*{b -{-p.a + a)] 

= 2{a-\-a)-^ 

+4(a + a)"^ 

^^a+aMP^dt + 2(a-f a) 

2 

- 2 
/ ( ^ 

a+a,b+(3\2 fdt 

b+0 dt 

For these integrals we note that all integrands contain functions evaluated at i{t). 

Thus we first transform the variable of integration to simplify the integrals. In par

ticular, we note that using the change of variables s = £{t), so that ds = {a/{a+a)) dt, 

we can write 

/

oo 

•oo 

•oo 

fm) dt = ^^-^ I f{s) ds. 
a -oo 
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In this case, the first integral can be computed as 

2 

2(a + Q) - 2 (^.a+a,6+^)2^^ 

= 2 f cos''{e{t))exp{-i{tf)dt 

^2/^ ('' + '') f / cos^(s)exp(-s^)d5) = 
{a-\-a) 

1 + e —c 

a 

The second integral becomes 

2(a + a) - 2 (^a+a ,6+^)2^^ 

= 2 I / sm^(5)exp(-s )(is I = 
(a + a) \ /. 

2 
1 - e —c 

a 

and the last integral is zero, since 

i-\-a,b+0^a+c^MP^.I. 4(a + a)-2 f^;^-

= ^( I sm{i{t)) cos{i{t)) exp{-£{tf) dt 

/ sin(5) cos(5) exp(—s^) ds = 4 = 0. 

We then have 

vi {a-h a)\ TT 

a 2 L 
1 + e —c 

TT 

+ 2 1 - e -

In order to compute Ei, we first note that 

\,pffdt + j{^pffdt 

2 I c{t-b)\ . 2 fcit-b) cos^ I -^ I + sm'̂  I -^ I } exp 
a a 

t-b' 

a 
dt 

= ay/n. 

V2TT{a/V2) 
exp 

(t - by 

2 (a/V2)' 
dt 
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and 

Thus, 

[ (rr*'"'*^?dt + j (^'^^"'"^^^dt = (a + a) A . 

[ W'fdt j (i,'^+''->'^^fdt + j(^ffdt [(^^"''^^dt 

+j(^f?dt[{r,^'''>'+i'fdt+ [(i>ffdt [ {ri^'''''+^fdt 

jw''fdt + j{^ffdt\ X ( [{t^-^^-'+^Ydt + [(^'^"'''^^fdi 

= a{a + a)7T. 

With these we can write 

El = E[{W{b, a)W*{b, a)W{b + /?, a + a)W*{b + /?, a + a)] 

= a-\a + a)~^ i a{a-h a)7r-^ 2 ( f 'iPfiP^+"'^''+^dt^ 

+ 2 ( / '̂ '̂ '''0"+'̂ '̂ +^^^ \ J-O ( I J,abj,a+a,b+0 
r T'l 'dt] + 2 / i;U 

= 7r + 
a{a + a) 

a6^/,a-|-a,6+/3 (i^ 

^a6^a+a,6+/?^^j ^ (j ^f^^ bia+a,b+P dt (2.24) 

The remaining integrals in this expression are more difficult to evaluate explicitly. 

With some effort these integrals can be expressed in one of the forms 

or 

/

oo 

cos(7;t) exp{—St^ + ut) dt 
•00 

/

oo 

sin(77t) exp{—6t^ + vt) dt. 
•00 
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It is possible to obtain closed form representations for these integrals in terms of the 

"Error Function" 

^t) =-^ fe-^'d^, 
V^ Jo 

evaluated at complex arguments. Since such expressions are difficult to evaluate nu

merically we will not take this approach. Rather, since the integrands have ver\' 

special analytic properties, we will apply a numerical quadrature formula to approx

imate the integrals. In particular, all integrands are in the Paley-Weiner Class B{h) 

consisting of functions / G L^(R) which, for sufficiently small h, satisfy, for all z e C, 

\f{z)\ <i^e^l^l/^ 

Based on the famous Shannon Sampling Theorem, it is well known (cf., [15]) that 

for functions in this class there is an exact quadrature formula: 

f{t)dt = h Y fi^h). 
-oo I -°° k^-oo 

More important, for numerical evaluation we have [15] the following Sine quadrature 

formula: 
^ /.oo 

Im{f) = h Y / ( ^ ^ ) ~ / fii)di-
I -_ J—oo I w —oo 
k=—m 

Namely, with h = sjix/m we have 

•oo 

f{t)dt-Im{f) 
-oo 

< C e - ^ , 

which gives exponential approximation to the integral for a (2m+l) node quadrature. 

Applying the Sine quadrature approximation to the remaining integrals we obtain 

a-\a + a)-' ( f V^,°V^"'+^^^) (2-25) 

= a{a + oi)-^[l cos{ct) exp{-2-H^) cos {ci{t)) exp (-2"^ {i{t)f) dt 

m 

— /i ^ cos{ckh) COS {ci{kh)) Qxp{-2-\khf) exp (-2"^ {t{kh)f) 
a + a . , 

k=—m 
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A similar calculation yields 

a-'{a-^a)-' ( f vfi^t^'^^'^'dt] (2.26) 

= a{a + a)-' (I cos{ct) exp{-2-h'') sin {d{t)) exp (-2"^ {({t)f) dtj 

/ m 

~ ^ ^ U Y ^^<ckh) sin {ci{kh))exp{-2-'{khf) exp {-2-'{£{kh)f) 
k=—m 

a-' {a + a)-' ( f i;fip^^^^^+^dt^ (2.2' 

= a{a + a ) - i ( / sin(ct) exp{-2-H^) cos (c^(i)) exp (-2-^ {^{t)f) dt 

/ m 

^ ~ - (h Y Mckh) cos {c£{kh)) exp{-2-\khf) exp {-2-'{l{kh)f) 
k=—m 

and 

2 

a - ^ a + a)-^ (Ufi^t^'^^'^^dt) (2.28) 

= a(a + a)-^ f / sin(ct) exp(-2-42) sin {ci{t)) exp (-2"^ (^t))^) dt 

/ m 

^ — ^ ih Y sm{ckh) sin {c£{kh))exp{-2-\khf) exp {-2-'^ {i{kh)f) 
Li/ I ' Cx \ 

\ k=—m 

Substituting equations (2.26)-(2.28) into equation (2.24), we obtain Ei, leading 

to the final expression for p. 

Figure 2.6 depicts p with 6 = 0, a = 40, a from -10 to 10, and /3 from -40 to 40 

(taking m = 16). 

By examining Figure 2.2, we see some blocks of energy, structured in the shape of 

globes, at 650 second and scale of 40, the structure lasts about 60 units in time and 

30 units in scale. Again, this is not surprising considering the corresponding p plot. 

However, based on the p plot, we expect the globe of energy to last about 30 units in 

time and 15 units in scale. Hence, this possible "structure" is inconclusive. 
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a = 40, b = 0, M = 32 

1 

0.9 

0.8 

0.7 

0.6 
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0.4 

0.3 

a : - 1 0 to 10 

Figure 2.6: /? for Morlet Wavelet 

Figures 2.4 and 2.6 indicate that although the wavelet transforms in Figure 2.1 

and Figure 2.2 are structured, it may only be the wavelet transform of noise. Hence, 

we need a tool to identify the "real" signal, which leads to Chapter III. 
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CHAPTER III 

DETECTION OF COHERENT STRUCTURES 

In this chapter, we study how to overcome the difficulties described in Chapter II. 

We develop a statistical test which we call the Coherent Structure Detector (CSD). 

As a specific example, we apply the coherent structure detector to the thunderstorm 

outflow wind measurements. In Section 3.1 and Section 3.2, we introduce the wavelet 

transform and its implementation. In Section 3.3, we define the coherent structures 

and incoherent signals. In Section 3.4, we introduce the concept of wavelet variance. 

In Section 3.5, we derive the statistical technique for identifying coherent structures. 

Finally, in Section 3.5, we present the results of our data analysis applied to various 

wind measurements. 

3.1 Discrete Wavelet Transform 

We first start with a discrete implementation, since actual measurements are dis

crete. 

Definition 3.1.1. The discrete wavelet transform of the time series measurement 

{si}^_!\,, is given by 
i^-f+i 

N/2 

W{kAt,a) = At Y, '^Msi, (3.1) 
i=-f+i 

where ipk-i{a) = ip (̂ ^̂ ^—^ ) is the wavelet analyzing function and si = s{lAt) is the 

time series measurement (or signal). 

As we mentioned in Chapter II, we use DFT-IDFT to represent discrete wavelet 

transform in the frequency domain, but first, let us define the form of the Discrete 

Fourier Transform (DFT) and the Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform (IDFT) that 

we use here. 
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For convenience, we will adopt the notation 

so that 

, , _ ^32-n/N 

, ,-nk ^-j2nnk/N 
^N - ^ , 

, ,nk _ ^j2-nnk/N 

In this notation, the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) and the Inverse Discrete 

Fourier Transform (IDFT) (see, for example, [6]) can be defined as follows: 

Definition 3.1.2. Given the set of N sample values /„, the DFT consists of :Y co

efficients 
N 

—nk 

n=-f + l 
(3.2) 

+ 1 

/or /c = - f + 1, • • • , f. The IDFT is defined by 

VN 
• ^ + 1 

The particular choice used in (3.2) and (3.3) results in a convenient form of the 

Parseval's relation: 
N_ N_ 
2 2 

Now, applying DFT-IDFT to equation (3.1), we obtain 

N/2 N/2 N/2 

W{kAt,a) = At E ^ E Ce^^'""-'')/-^ E § j27rn//Ar 

/=-^+l ' n=-f+l ^=-f+l 
= _ y ^ y ^ y ^ ^^'§:^j2nl{-n+n)/N^J27r{nk)/N 

I n h 

^ A t y ^ y ^ ^^'g:^j27r{nk)/N V ^ ^j2nl{-n+n)/N 

n n I 

N/2 

= At J2 ^S^e^'""'/"^, (3.4) 
n = - ^ + l 
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by discrete orthogonality, i.e., 

Y e^^^l{-n+n)/N = J ^ ' fo^^ ^ = " 

i=-N/2+i y 0, for n ^ n 

Therefore, in the frequency domain, the wavelet transform becomes 

N/2 

W{b,a) = W{kAt,a) = At ^ %,Tne^^'''"'/^. (3.5) 

3.2 Detection of Sustained Changes in Signal Level 

We focus on the analysis of thunderstorm outflow wind measurements in which we 

seek evidence of sustained changes in wind speed that are not explained by incoherent 

variability. As we have already mentioned, wavelets provide an excellent tool for the 

detection of coherent structures in the atmosphere (cf. [8], [9]). 

Since our experimental data is discretely sampled and represented by a vector X, 

a discrete version of the wavelet transforms is used. A signal x (which is referred to 

as s in Section 3.1) with a wavelet coefficient Wx{b, a) with large magnitude indicates 

the presence of an abrupt change in windspeed at time b. The scale a gives a measure 

of how long the windspeed change was sustained. If Wj.{b,a) > 0, the windspeed 

abruptly increased. If Wx{b,a) < 0, the windspeed decreased. Our goal is to develop 

tools to separate coherent changes from the substantial variation in Wx{b,a) due to 

incoherent noise. 

Following the usual viewpoint, we implement (2.7) and (3.5) with discrete Fourier 

transforms and 

WAbj,a) = a'l'2iF-' (x{i) | i ^ ^ 2 £ ( ^ i Z ^ J j (fc.), (3.6) 

for bj = jAt. Normally a windowed version of the time series would be used for 

the Fourier transform of the wind data {x{ti)}. Unfortunately, windowing affects the 

stationarity of the statistics of the time series, so we cannot window at this point in 

the analysis. Removal of the edge effects is instead accomplished after calculation 
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of the Haar wavelet. To avoid edge effects during statistical analysis, we zero those 

portions of Wx{b, a) that overlap with the edge of our time window: 

Wx{bj,a) = 0, 

for bj < a/2 or T - bj < q/2. Here T is the time length of the signal represented by 

X. With this windowing of the transform, none of the non-zero elements of Hx(6, a) 

have edge effects. 

3.3 Coherent Structures and Incoherent Signals 

To illustrate our technique for the detection of coherent structures, we consider 

an example of our analysis. Consider Figure 3.1, which shows fifteen minutes of wind 

speed data taken from the outflow of a thunderstorm. 

100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 
time (sees) 

Figure 3.1: Times Series for M38N262T 

Figure 3.2 shows the rapid variation (with frequency) in the signal's power spec

trum; this variation greatly complicates detection of localized structures. 
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0.15 0.2 

Figure 3.2: Power Spectrum for M38N262T 

Figure 3.3 shows the amplitude squared of the wavelet transform of the wind field 

in Figure 3.1 using the Haar wavelet. 

200 400 
time (sec) 

600 800 

Figure 3.3: Wavelet Transform for M38N262T 
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Displaying the amplitude squared brings the distribution closer to an "energy" 

interpretation. In Figure 3.3, we see significant peaks at around 200 and 660 seconds 

at scales of 110 to 150. Note also the peaks at 310 seconds at scales of 30 through 80. 

Examination of the time series identifies a likely lull at 200 seconds and possible gusts 

at 110 and 660 seconds, but both the time series and transform show a great deal of 

noise. The examination of many wind time series and their wavelet transforms quickly 

leads to a conclusion: wavelet transforms of wind data always appear structured. How 

do we identify "real" structures from the random variations due to incoherent noise? 

The difficulties are even more evident when we consider randomized phase versions 

of our wind signals. Our first task is to present an explicit definition of incoherent 

signals. 

Definition 3.3.1. Consider a discretely sampled real-valued signal x = {xi,X2, ...,xjs). 

Using the notation x for the discrete Fourier transform of x, we can write, for each 

frequency component, Xi = Aie^^', for i = 1,2,..., N/2. Following standard practice, 

we call a signal incoherent if the 9^ are uniform [0, 27r] and independent of each other 

and the Ai. 

Note that, since x is real, the x for z = Ay2 + 1, • • • , -V are conjugates of x for 

z = l ,2 , . . - ,A^/2. 

Using this point of view, we then built our incoherent exemplars. The word 

"exemplar" in the dictionary [30] refers to "one that serves as a model or pattern." 

Based on this definition and Definition 3.3.1, we have the following definition: 

Definition 3.3.2. The exemplar of real signal x^{t) has Fourier coefficients xf = 

/l/e^'^ where Of for I = 1.2,- • - , N/2 are uniform [0, 27r] and independent of Ai. 

These incoherent exemplars are then used to build the randomized phase versions 

of our signal, resulting in signals with exactly the same power spectrum, which we 

know are incoherent. The amplitude squared of the wavelet transform of a randomized 

version of Figure 3.1 is shown in Figure 3.4. Note that this incoherent signal also 
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exhibits substantial peaks in its wavelet transform. This is typical of randomized 

phase versions of wind data. 

200 400 600 
time (sec) 

800 

Figure 3.4: Exemplar Wavelet Transform for M38N262T 

Now, we conclude the section by a general theorem: 

Theorem 3.3.1. At a scale a, the wavelet transforms of the exemplars are the ran

domized phase version of the original wavelet transforms. 

Proof. Writing wavelet transforms as the frequency domain representation we obtain 

W{k) = CA,,.A^.e'^-'^^^''^\ W--S k "k 

where C is some constant. 

Now by the definition, the wavelet coeflacient of the exemplar is given by 

W'{k) = CA^sA,J'^i^, 

where O^N is uniform [0,27r]. 
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Thus 

W'{k) = W{k)e~'^'^i^^'^^^'^i^\ 

Since the phase mod2n f (-^vf + ^s^ + ^e^)) is uniform [0, 27r] and independent, the 

result follows immediately. D 

3.4 Wavelet Variance 

As illustrated above, identifying scales at which interesting phenomena occur is 

difficult. Wavelet variance provides a standard method for determining important 

scales of locafized structures, as discussed by Gamage and Hagelberg [8] and Gao and 

Li [9]. For each fixed N > 0, the wavelet variance is defined by 

N/2 

^W' = l^ E \^r{nAt,a)\'. 
n=-f + l 

We hope, for scales with sizable structures, that this integral is large. Hence scales 

of maximum V{af axe deemed important. In fact, wavelet variance is a good choice 

for detecting interesting scales if the power spectrum of the incoherent noise in the 

signal is comparatively flat. Unfortunately, this is not true in our case, as seen in 

Figure 3.2. If the power spectrum varies considerably, then noise at one frequency can 

cause a high wavelet variance at one scale that hides signals at another scale. This is 

exactly what occurs in our data, as will be shown in the discussion below. Figure 3.5 

shows the wavelet yariance of our signal; note that the rapid variation of the power 

spectrum with frequency causes the wavelet variance to be a monotonic function of 

scale. Wavelet variance provides no information for this times series (and all others 

that we have examined) about the presence of intermittent periods of higher signal 

level. 

3.5 A Statistical Technique for Identifying Coherent Structures 

Our goal is to separate coherent structures (of the general shape of the wavelet 

analyzing function) from the variability of the transform due to incoherent noise alone. 
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100 150 
a (dilation) 

Figure 3.5: Wavelet Variance for M38N262T 

Unfortunately, the power spectrum is not stationary enough to simply use an a priori 

estimate of the spectrum. To accomplish this task, we build a randomized reference 

distribution from randomized phase signals. 

The overall process of building the statistical test is shown in Figure 3.6. We will 

demonstrate the technique on the wind waveform in Figure 3.1. In Figure 3.6, the 

lower half of the figure is used to build the randomized distribution. We first calculate 

the discrete Fourier transform of our (obviously discrete) measurement. From this, we 

build a large number n of exemplars by keeping the Fourier transform magnitude but 

randomizing the phase (uniform [0, 27r]. independent). Thus, exemplar yk (as defined 

in the previous section) is represented in the frequency domain by yki = AiC^^^^ with 

Ai, the amplitudes of the Fourier coefficients of Xi = Aie^^^ and the phases 9ki are 

uniform in [0,27r] and independent of each other and all other random variables. Thus 

each of the n exemplars has exactly the same power spectrum as the measurement 

but is known to be incoherent. 
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Figure 3.6: The Statistical Test 

These incoherent exemplars are used to build our randomized reference distri

bution. Each exemplar x^ is wavelet transformed (as in Figure 3.4) to provide the 

incoherent transform exemplar W[{b,a). From this a maximum energy at each dila

tion a is obtained: 

W^^,(a) = m^x\W!{b,a)\\ 
b 

The range of b in the max is chosen to avoid edge effects. Each I^maxt(^) is viewed as 

a sample of the random variable W^^^{a), which is itself dependent on Ai but inde

pendent of 9i in the Fourier coefficients of x. These maximum values from incoherent 

signals will be compared to the statistic 

Wxmax{a) =max|W^x(^a)p, 
0 

which is associated with the wavelet transform Wy:{b, a) of the original signal x. Figure 

3.7 shows VFxmax(a) and VFmaxi(̂ ) for ^^^ exemplars. If, at a particular scale a, 

y^x max (a) > W^maxi(̂ ) ^ r aU the exemplars, then this is evidence that the amplitude 
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of the wavelet transform is not explained by incoherent fluctuations alone. This 

viewpoint is formalized with the calculation of order statistics. 

700 

600 

500 

CO 4 0 0 

test statistic 
exemplar statistic 

50 100 
a (dilation) 

150 

Figure 3.7: 10-Exemplars and Test Statistic for M38N262T 

At each scale a, order statistics are accumulated from the group of n maximum 

values I^maxz(^)- Thus we have the approximation 

Here /(.) is the indicator function. 

These order statistics are used to provide thresholds and corresponding p-values 

(see [20]) at each scale, for comparison with Wx max(a)- For a specific level of signifi

cance a, we use the indicator function 7(.) to estimate the threshold tcsD{N,n,a,a) 

tcsD{N,n,a,a) = <supt (=1" ^L..M)>t > a (3.7) 

Here N is the signal length, n is the number of exemplars, a is the scale of interest, 

and a is the size of the test. At each scale a, we use these thresholds to determine 

the p-values associated with the peaks in the wavelet transform of our measurement. 
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Only those peaks that have sufficiently small p-value may be viewed as statistically 

relevant. Thus we decide that the original signal x has a statistically relevant localized 

structure at scale a (with level of significance a) when 

Wx max(a) > tcsD{N, u, a, a). 

Through use of the order statistics of the exemplars, we can calculate curves (such 

as Figure 3.8 using x from Figure 3.1 and n = 5000 exemplars) that show for each 

scale a the p-value associated with the test statistic Wa;max(a). Note, from Figure 

3.8, that only the gust at 310 seconds (with scale of near 30) is statistically relevant. 

The large lull at 200 seconds is easily explained by incoherent variability. Through a 

simple thresholding technique, we can see this more clearly in Figure 3.9. This figure 

provides a (amplitude squared) wavelet transform showing only the information that 

has a level of significance less than or equal to a. Figure 3.8 shows the portions of 

the time-scale distribution that have a p-value less than 0.05. 
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Figure 3.8: P-value Graph for M38N262T 

Our statistical technique may be summarized in the following theorem. 
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Figure 3.9: Thresholded Transform for M38N262T 

Theorem 3.5.1. Consider an incoherent signal x (as defined in Definition 3.3.1). 

Then, for each scale a, 

lim P I max \Wx{b,a)\'' > tcsD{N,ri,a,a)] = a. 
n-¥oo \ b / 

Proof. Recall that, for any event A, F{A) = E{IA). By applying smoothing, then 

dominated convergence, we obtain: 

lim P (max\Wx{b,a)\'^ > tcsD{N,n,a,a)) 

= l i m E ( E {l{maxb\W^{b,a)\2>tcsD{N,n,a,a)\{Al^ ^ 2 , ' " 
n->oo 

= E ( l i m E {l{m&Xb\W:c{b,a)\^>tcsD{N,n,a,a)\(^1^^2, ' 
\n->oo 

,Am))) (3.8) 

Now, recall the independence of phase and amplitude for incoherent x. FVom the 

definition of the exemplar, we see that 

(3.9) 

therefore, from equations (3.8) and(3.9), 
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lim P (max \Wx{b. a)p > tcsD{N. n. a. a)) 
n^oc \ b J 

= E O H ^ E ( /(u-^^j6,a)McsD(A^,n,a ,a) | (^4i . .42.--- , Am))) 

= E(a) 

= ct. (3.10) 

D 

Note that this theorem guarantees the probability of the false alarm rate in our 

test, 

3.6 Wind Measurement Data Analysis 

The wind data considered in this study was collected by the Wind Engineering 

Research Field Laboratory at Texas Tech University. The Laboratory includes a 

160-foot tower instrumented to measure wind at six different levels. The data are 

measured at 10 Hz sampling rate, with appropriate filtering. The examples we con

sidered in the earlier sections and the two additional examples were taken during 

the thunderstorm outflows (as identified by local Doppler radar) at a height of 33 

feet. These three 15-minute-long data sets are labeled M38X262T, M38N260T, and 

M38X265T by the Laboratory 

The wind measurements of M38X260T and M38X265T are shown in Figures 3.10 

and 3.11, respectively. The amplitude squared wavelet transforms are shown in Fig

ures 3.12 and 3.13 for the two wave forms. The gust is clearly evident in Figure 

3.13. Figures 3.14 and 3.15 show the resulting p-value plots associated with the test 

statistic Wx mai(a) for n = 5000. with the interpretation of the plots as in the legend 

in Figure 3.8 (as we had shown in the previous section). No detection is indicated 

in Figure 3.14, while the gust has clear statistical significance in Figure 3.15. The 

thresholded wavelet transforms with level of significance of 0.05 are shown in Figures 
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3.16 and 3.17. Figure 3.17 clearly indicates the time-scale distribution of the portion 

of the gust. 

14 
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Figure 3.10: W înd Speed for M38N260T 

100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 
time (sees) 

Figure 3.11: Wind Speed for M38N265T 
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Figure 3.12: Wavelet Transform for M38N260T 
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Figure 3.13: Wavelet Transform for M38N265T 

The three analyzed data sets demonstrate the variation we have found in thunder

storm outflow data: Some wind fields such as M38N260T have no obvious coherent 

structures, and none are detected by our technique. Some, such as M38N265T, have 

obvious coherent structures, which is confirmed in our analysis. And some, such 

as M38N262T, are more questionable, in which case our technique is critical in the 

analysis. 
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Figure 3.14: P-value Graph for M38N260T 
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Figure 3.15: P-value Graph for M38N265T 
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Figure 3.16: Thresholded Transform for M38N260T 
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Figure 3.17: Thresholded Transform for M38N265T 
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CHAPTER I\ ' 

PERFORMANCE OF THE COHERENT STRUCTURE DETECTOR 

In Chapter III, we presented several numerical examples exhibiting the usefulness 

of the coherent structure detector in practical situations. Our central interest is in 

the analysis of fluid flows; unfortunately, these flows are too complex to provide well-

posed problems for studying the performance of our test. Instead, we follow the 

common practice in the signal detection Hterature (for example, [17]) to examine the 

performance of a given detection model by applying it to speciflc examples consisting 

of known data plus a specified noise (e.g., white noise or colored noise). Therefore, 

as a proof of concept, in this chapter we give an explicit analytical example of the 

performance of the coherent structure detector in a signal plus noise model compared 

with the optimal Neyman-Pearson test. In fact, the optimal test is a likelihood 

ratio test implemented as a match filter in the white noise case. In Chapter III, we 

controlled false alarms for each a over the entire window. In this example we consider 

the problem of detection of a signal (with shape matching the wavelet analyzing 

function), and control the false alarm rate at each time-scale point separately. 

4.1 Statement of the Problem 

Consider the statistical decision problem that is shown in Figure 4.1 ([28]). 

Source Noise 

Hj : Signal Present 

HQ : Signal Not Present 

i > Threshold 

Wavelet Coef. as 
Test Statistic 

"«H, 

"He 
< Threshold 

Figure 4.1: Components of the Problem 
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Thus, 

Ho: 7^ = n^^,i = -^-^l,•^• ,0,. ^' 
' 2 

(4.1) 
N_ 

•• 2 
Hi : 7i = ^i + Sj = ni + Xh,.i = - | + 1 , . . . .0, 

Here, the signal ŝ  is 

, . = A^ ( ! ^ ) = , , ( !^* 

for a fixed a and A. Furthermore, we consider real and absolutely summable h. 

The noise Ui in this analysis is a standard colored Gaussian noise model [11]. 

Namely, the noise output function at time k is the convolution 

oo 

nk = {i^w)k= ^ ir-kWr. (4.2) 
T — — 00 

where k = {••• ,-2, - 1 , 0 ,1 , 2, • • •} with 

(a) Wk.^oxk = [• • • , —2, — 1, 0,1, 2, • • • } are independent and identically distributed 

normal with mean zero and variance 1; 

(b) ik is the linear filter, such that ^ ^ \ik\ < oo (or {i^} is absolutely summable 

[11])-

Thus, each noise sample is a zero-mean Gaussian random variable. 

Note that in this chapter a and b are fixed, so WLOG, we only need to consider 

the case that k = { —y 4- 1, • • • , 0, • • • , y } , where Â  is even and b = 0. We can do 

this because the marginal statistics of W^{kAt,a) are not dependent on k. To see 

this, note by equation (3.5) and Theorem 3.3.1, 

W'{kAt,a) = Ai ^ ^„5;e^27rnfc/^/lN 

n 

= AtY^ ylfnfne 
Ji27rnk/N-{-ei^) 

n 
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where the phase O^is, is uniform [0.27r], hence, the phase mod2n (̂ .̂v + 2-//A7A J is 

also uniform [0,27r], hence, W^{kAt,a) is independent of k. 

The optimum detector would be the likelihood ratio test associated with (4.1). In 

the theorem below, we will refer to the optimum detector as the optimal test using 

the wavelet coeflficient as the test statistic [28]. This is the Neyman-Pearson test in 

the white noise case. Now, consider the probability of a false alarm PpAopt (i-^-' ^̂ '̂  

have concluded the additive signal is present when it is not) for the optimal detector 

PFAopt = P{W{b,a) > topt{N)\Ho) = a, 

for all N, and the probability of the detection (i.e., we have concluded the additive 

signal is present when it is) for the optimal detector 

PDOJN) = F{W{b,a) > topt{N)\Hi), 

for each N, where topt{N) is the threshold of the optimal detector. Furthermore, we 

define 

PD.,, = lim PD,JN). 
N^oo 

Now, for the coherent structure detector, consider the probability of a false alarm 

of the coherent structure detector 

PFACSD{N,n) =F{W{b,a) > tcsD{N,n,a,a)\Ho), 

and the probability of the detection of the coherent structure detector 

PDCSD{N,n) = P{W{b,a) > tcsD{N,n,a,a)\Hi), 

where 

tcsD{N,n,a,a) = Isupt: ( - X]^^f(")>M ^ ^ f • ^̂ -̂ ^ 

In this case, scale a and the test size a are fixed. Using the same notation, let us 

define the conditional probability of detection 

PDCSD\{A,){N,n) = P{W{b,a) > tcsD{N,n,a,a)\Hi, Ai), 
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where Ai's are the amplitude of the Fourier coefficients of the measurement. 

With the above definitions, we have the following theorem. Namely, we illustrate 

how we choose the coherent structure detector threshold to guarantee not only the 

probability of false alarm, but also the probability of a detection. 

Theorem 4.1.1. Let n be the number of exemplars and N be the size of the window, 

which is even. Furthermore, let hk and ik be absolutely summable. Then 

«• PpAopt = ^- for all N. 

b. lim PFACSD{N, n) = a, for all N. 
n—>oo 

c. lim lim tcsD{N,n,a,a) -^ topt, with probability one, where 
N—^oo n—>oo 

topt = hm topt{N). 

d. lim lim PDcsD{N,n) = Poopt-

e. lim lim PDCSD\(Ai){N,n) = Poovt '^i^h probability one. 

Note that, the condition in e is a stronger statement then d; the condition associ

ated with CSD will converge to the desired optimal test (as N —> oo) with probability 

one on each piece of data, as long as we are willing to take a large window around 

the area of interest and use a large number of exemplars. 

In order to prove this result we must first develop some background informa

tion. The next several sections contain preliminary notations, definitions, and other 

necessities. The proof of the theorem is given in the Section 4.9. 

4.2 The Probability Space 

From the definition of the noise model in equation (4.2), the stochastic process is 

a parameterized collection of random variables 

W} tei: 
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defined on a probability space with parameter space / defined as 

/ = { • • • , - 2 , - 1 , 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . } . 

And the triple {W,/3^,P) is the probabiUty space with the following properties: 

a. R^ is the set of two-sided sequences; 

b. P^ is the Borel field generated by the finite-dimensional cylinder sets; 

c. the measure P, for a finite-dimensional distribution, is given by the product 

measure on the measure space {W,p^). This follows immediately from the 

independence of the finite-dimensional distributions and the Kolmogorov's ex

tension theorem [19]. 

4.3 Frequency Domain representation of Wi 

Using the definitions of DFT-IDFT in Chapter III, we have the following theorem: 

Theorem 4.3.1. / / Wi,W2, • • • ,WN are i.i.d normal N{0,1), then in the frequency 

domain, the density function of the amplitude of the input A^N (which is functions 

of N and k) is given by fA ^^{x) = 2xe~^ , which is Weibull{l,2), and the phase 
^k 

mod2n{0ujN) is uniformly distributed U{0,27r). Furthermore, for — y + 1 < /c < y , a// 
f̂c 

random variables 9^N and A^N are independent. 

Proof. By the definition of the DFT, for - f + 1 < A: < f, 

TV 

-ik. 

- — + 1 

N 

N-1 -, T 1 - -T 1 .. ^ 
= -y= ^ Wi cos{27rki/N) -\- j-j= ^ Wi sin{27rki/N) 

1=0 ^ ^=-f+i 

= X^,+jY^„ (4.4) 

where X^, = ^ E ^ . ^ v ^ i f̂̂ iCos(27rA;z/A )̂ and K^, = ; ^ Ei_iv+i^iSin(27r/cz/A^). 

Since Wk is normally distributed with mean zero and variance 1 for all k, it follows 

immediately that 
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1. E[X^J = 0; 

2. E[n.J = 0; 

3. Xyj^ and Yyjj^ are jointly normal; 

4. For ki ^ k2, 

E[X^,^X^,J = ^cos(27rA;z/A^)^^tCOs(27r/c//A^)E[u;i]E[ii;/] = 0, (4.5) 

5. Similarly, E[Y^^^ Vyj^^] = 0, /ci / /c2, 

6. and E[X^^^Yuj,^J = 0^ki^ /c2 

7. Finally, 

E[X^,Y^,J=E 

N K 

1 1 
^ ^ u;iCos(27rA;z/A^)^= ^ wi sin{27T kl/N) 
^ . = ^ . 1 ^ ^ . = ^ . 1 

N 

1 
= — ^ cos(27rA;//A/')sin(27r/c//A^)E[ii;f] 

«=-^+i 

+ — ^ cos{27Tki/N) sin(27r/c//A^)E[u;i]E[7i;,] 
^ . , . 

AT 

= — J2 cos{2TTkl/N) sin{27Tkl/N) 

/= -^+i 

0. (4-6) 

In order to calculate the variances, note that 

-T 2 

Var(X^J = l/A^ J2 COS\27T ki/N)Y ar {w i) = l/N ^ cos2(27r/cVA^), (4.7) 

i^-^+i i=-f+i 
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and 

Var(y^J = l/A^ ^ sin2(-27r/c2/A)var(u;,) = 1/-V ^ sin2(27rA:z/A). (4.8) 

o- 9 1 + COS 2 a 
bmce cos^ a. = , we obtain 

K N 
2 Y 

^ cos'^{2k7ri/N) = N/2 + 1/2 ^ cos((4/c7r/A)z), (4-9) 

and, using 
1 - 7^ 

1 + Z + Z^ + • • • + z^ - i = ^ ^ 
1 - Z 

with Z '̂̂ ' = cos{l3l) -\-jsin{pi), we obtain 

/ • f(2N-l)3\ 
/ sm I 2 ) 

l-FcoS;5-f---- + cos^(A^- l ) = l/2 1 ^ ^.^ ^ 
\ sin (f) 

Then, by letting P = ikn/N, we have 

N 

y ^ cos{{4k7r/N)i) 

^ / sin((2A-l)27r/c\ 
/ V sin(2/c7r/A^) 7 

= 1 / 2 ( 1 - 1 ) ^ 0 . (4.10) 

Thus, by equations (4.7), (4.9) and (4.10), we have 

Var(X„J = 1/2. 

Similarly, by using sin^ a = ^~^°^^^ and (4.8), we have 

Var(K,J - 1/2. 

This is expected since both the real part and imaginary part contain the same amount 

of the energy. 
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Thus, Xw^ and 1'̂ ,̂  are i.i.d. normal with zero mean and variance y The joint 

density of X^. and Yyj. is given by 

fc ft ^ 

Now, let us rewrite equation (4.4) in the form 

w, = W{k) = A^..e"-!^, 
k 

where 

4,„.v = 
"li; \l^lk + ^y^l 

and 

9,.,N = tan ^ 
Y Wk 

w X Wk 

The determinant of the Jacobian for the transformation is 

/ 

J = 
^i^wj^^^wj^) 

= det 

X. Wk \ Wk 

V^l + Yl V7Q-+YJ: 
-Y, Wk X. Wk 

\ L ^^Wk ^ -^ Wk Wk ^ Wk J / 

\ 

. M 2 + Y 2 A^N 

Thus, the joint distribution is 

k k 

d{A^N,9^N^ 

d{Xyjk, Y.ujk) 

1 _„2 
-xe . 
TT 

- 1 
-{x^ cosy^) ^-{x^ siny'^) 

The marginal densities are 

/•2^ _ 2 
kA^N){^)= kA^N,e^N){^.y)dy = 2xe ^ , 

k Jo k k 

f°° 1 

(4.11) 

(4.12) 

(4.13) 
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That is, fA j^ {x) = 2xe~^ , and 9^N has the uniform density. Since 
^k '' 

kA^r^Kr^)(''^y) = kA^N)(^)k6^j,)(y). 

the random variables A^N and ^̂ ^N are independent. D 
K K 

4.4 Wavelet Coefficient of the Original Signal 

4.4.1 Under HQ 

Let us now represent the wavelet coefficients using the notations in the frequency 

domain. By the deflnition of DFT and the representation in Section 4.4, we have the 

following results: 

b. /(fc) = 4 . e ' \" , 

c. II{k) = Aj^Ne ^k ^ where we assume the input signal h{t) is the same as the 

wavelet analyzing function with known scaling. 

Hence, AiN ,Af^N, 9iN, and 9f^N are deterministic, and A^N and 9^N are defined in 

Theorem 4.3.1. 

Let us use the definition of the discrete wavelet transforms defined in Section 3.1. 

Caseful calculations are necessary to get the correct scaling in N. We obtain 

N 

N{kAt) = Y^ ^W - k)At)w{lAt)At 
/=-^+i 

N 

At Y ^i-k'^i- (^•^^) 

where ik — i{kAt) and Wk = w{kAt). 
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Now, we apply the ;V-point DFT-IDFT of the sequence ii and wi given by Defi

nition 3.3.1. Thus, we can write equation (4.14) as 

N{kAt) = At Y. -]= iZ r^e^2nnii-k)/N ̂  ^ ffv.e^-^"'-'' 

= ^ E E E /ntU,e^-2-'(-"+^)AVe^2.(„.)/N 
/ n n 

^ ^ E E Wne^'"^" ' ) /^ ^ e.-2./(-n+n)AV 
n n / 

= At^4IU^e^2.n/c/N^ ^^^5j 

n 

by discrete orthogonality, i.e., 

N/2 

i^-N/2+1 [ 0, forn 7̂  n 

Therefore, in the frequency domain, the noise model becomes 

^j2nli-n+n)/N ^ J ^ ' ^^^ ^ = ^ 

N = A^ ] ^ 4H^^e^'2""^/^ = A i ^ ANe'^'^^^u.,ve'^'^^e^''""'/''^ (4.16) 
n n 

Hence, under HQ, (when only noise is present), the wavelet coeflicient evaluated 

at the N points Tk = kAt is given by 

N 

W{kAt, a)= Y ^((^ " k)At)n{lAt)At 

i=-f+i 
N 

= At Y ^'-'t^'' (4-17) 
/ = - ^ + i 

where hi = h{lAt) and ni = n{lAt). 
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Now, we apply the A"-point DFT-IDFT of the sequence hi and n/ given by Defi

nition 3.1.1 and equation (4.16). Thus, we can write equation (4.17) as 

W{kAt,a) = At E - ^ E Hme'^'^'-^^-'^/^Atx 
/=-y+l m=-f + l 

2 ^ ^ 

E ̂ nWr^e^' nnl/N 

n=-f + l 
At'' 

'N 

At' 

E E E S:;ê ''̂ -(̂ -')/̂ fjr„ê -2-'/̂  
n m I 

n m 

N/\eY,HmTnWnei^^'"'l\ (4.18) 
n 

once again by discrete orthogonality, i.e.. 

N/2 

E -o It \/M A, for n = m 

]2-Kl{n-m)/N _ ) ' 

i=-N/2+i ( 0> forn / m 

Thus, from equation (3.4), and the definition of DFT at the beginning of the 

section, the wavelet coefficient of the original signal under HQ is given by 

N 

W^^^(b,a) = ^^VAt' fl [Af^^^r"""'"^'"""''"'] «'''"''"• (4-19) 
t=-f+i 

Since the signal is real, we can write 

W(^r^) {b, a) = Re NAt' Y: [%A..A«e '̂'"''-'"'̂ '"""'<' j2nnk/N 

k=-^+l 

N/2 

= 2^fNAe Y % ^ < A,^ cos(^,^), (4.20) 
fc=i 

where 9k = —9iN H- ^̂ ^̂v — 9f^N -\- 2'Knk/N. Since 9^N is uniform [0,27r], from Theorem 
K K fC rC 

4.3.1, 9^ is uniform [0,27r]. 
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Furthermore, W(^N){b,a) under HQ is normally distributed, since .4̂ ,.v cos(̂ jf*̂ ) is 

the real part of the Wk, which is normally distributed from the proof of Theorem 

4.3.1, and the rest of the variables in (4.20) are deterministic. 

Now, we compute the mean and the variance of W(^M){b,a). Since 9j^ is uniform 

[0, 27r], we have 

E[cos(?f)] = 0. 

Then ,under HQ, 

N/2 

E[W(^j,^{b,a)\Ho] = 2^At'Y^ii:^h^^[Aw^]E[cos{9J^)] = 0. 
'fc "•k 

k=l 

Furthermore, we have 

27r _ 1 r'^TT -i . ^^^tr,nN' 

E[cos^(C)] = y cos'{0n^dd^ = 
1 + cos(2gf) 1 ^-^ 1̂  

'0 •^/i JQ 2 27T 2 

and 

/

oo _ ^ 2 

2<„e <dA^. = l. 
Thus, 

Ar/2 

Var[iy(^)(6,a)|i/o] = E[{W^^){b,a))^\Ho] = 2NAt'Y^l^^l^-
'fc "'k 

As a result we see that W(^r^){b,a)\Ho is normally distributed with mean 0 and 

variance cr?j^., where 

cr{N) 

\ 

N/2 

2NAt'Y^l^^l-- (4-21) 
"k '"k 

k=l 

4.4.2 Under Hi 

Now, we turn to the Hi case, in which the signal in the frequency domain is given 

by 

S{k) = N{k)-^XH{k). 
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As in the earlier case, the wavelet coefficient of the signal alone is gi\'en b\-

2 

W{kAt,a) = XAt Y ^i-khi 
i=-^+\ 

gj27rn//N 

n m I 

K 
2 

= XAt Y ^^Ne^^Trnfc/AT^ ^^ 2 2 ) 

I 2 ^ 

by the discrete orthogonality and the definition of h. Note when k = 0, 

W{0. a) = XAt Y ^h^ = ^^^ E ^' 
/=-^+i 

by Parseval's isometry, as expected. 

The signal is real, using equations (4.20) and (4.22); therefore, the wavelet coeffi

cient under Hi is given by 

N/2 N/2 

W(^N){b, a) = 2VNAt' Y A^^wj^A^ cos(?;^) -h 2 A At Y ^h^ cos{27rnk/N), 
"-k 

fc=i ^—1 

(4.23) 

where 9j^ is uniform [0,27r]. Notice also that in (4.20). AiN, Af^N and cos{27Tnk/N) 

are deterministic, A,„N is defined in Theorem 4.5.1. 
^k 

Now, under Hi, the mean and the variance is given by: 

E[W^N){b,a)\Hi] 
N/2 N/2 

= 2y/NAt' Y ^ if A;^^E[A^N]E[cos(?f)] -\- 2AtX Y ^l^ cos{27rnk/N) 
k=l k=l 

N/2 

= 2AtX Y ^^^ cos{27rnk/N), (4.24) 
-k 

k=l 
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and 
N/2 

Var[VF(.v)(6,a)|//i] = E[{\\\^^{b,a)f\H,] = 2NAt'Y^l^--^ 
-k 

k=l 

4.5 Wavelet Coefficient of the Exemplars 

In order to find the distribution of the threshold t (which is a function of the signal 

7i and a), we use the definition of the so-called exemplar. The threshold is obtained 

by taking the DFT of the signal 7 and then randomizing the phase while keeping the 

same amplitude. We then compute the WT of each exemplar, as well as computing 

the order statistic of the exemplars corresponding to a at each scale a. 

Now, from (4.19), in the frequency domain, the wavelet coefficient (under HQ) is 

given by 

W{k) = C^.«^„..4,«e^'-V+%"-V', 

where C is some constant. 

By the definition, the wavelet coefficient of the exemplar is given by 

W\k) = CA,.A„nAt,J''i, 

where 9^N is uniform [0, 27r]. 

Thus 

W\k) = W{k)e'^'^r'-r'^r'^i:\ (4.25) 

Since the phase mod2-n{{0iN — 9^N + 9^N + ^e^)) is uniform [0, 27r], the wavelet trans-
k k k k 

forms of the exemplar are the randomized phase version of the original wavelet trans

forms. Note that this is a special case of Theorem 3.3.1. And also note that we also 

consider mod2T:{9) as uniformly distributed on [0, 2?:] through out this dissertation. 

Again, from the definition of the IDFT, in the time domain, we obtain the wavelet 

coefficient of the exemplar (under HQ): 
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Since the signal is real, under HQ, 

V̂ (%)(6,a) = Re l^At Y [%-V'V^ 

N/2 

= 2VNAtYA-A^.A,N cos(?,i.). 

j ( _ 0 , .+0 , . _0 , .+0 ,.) 
'k "^A: '**: ^k 

,j27rnk/y 

(4.27) 
A : = l 

where 

9,,N = -9iN + 9^N - 9^N + 9,N -h 27rnk/N, 

which is uniform [0,2?:]. 

Thus, 

E[W^^^{b,a)\Ho]=0, 

N/2 

Vai[W^^){b,a)\Ho] = 2NAt'Y^%^l^^ 
k=l 

and W^j^Jb,a) is a linear combination of normally distributed random variables. 

Now, we consider the Hi case, 

N/2 

W^^^{b,a)=[^At' Y A,.A^.A,.e'^-'^r'^r'^^^-^ 
fc=-f+i 

N/2 

AtX Y 4 - e ^ ' ^ 2 . n f c / i V ) ] ^ . - ^ e - (4.28) 

k^-^+i 

Hence, 

E[W^^^{b,a)\Hi]={). 

This follows the expected value of the cross-term is given by: 

E[\/NAt'{AiNA^NAf,Ne *fc "̂  ""^ 'k 

j{2nnk+e N). 
X 2AtXAlNe 

= 0, 

e- )] 

since the phase mod2n{-0,A' + 9^N - /̂̂ N -h ^g^ + 27rn^ -h ê̂ y) is uniform [0, 27r]. 
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Hence, 

yai[W^^^{b,a)\Hi] 

N/2 N/2 

= 2NAt' Y A'i-^l- + 2At2A2 Y -^^ • (4-29) 
k=l A ; = l 

4.6 Conditional Expectations 

Next, let us consider the wavelet coefficient conditioned on the amplitude of the 

Fourier coeflftcient of the measurement. That is, we consider the case in which we fix 

b and condition on A,,,N, where A N and AUN are deterministic. Now, under HQ. the 
^k ^ ^k "'k 

wavelet transform is given by equation (4.27), and the phase 9^IN is uniform [0, 27r]. 

Again, 
ECOS{9^N) = 0, 

and 

E cos'{9,IN) = ^, 

and we have the following results (under HQ): 

E[W^j,^{b,a)\{A,HQ}]=0, (4.30) 

where 

A = [A^N, N = 2,4,6,. • • , /c = - y + 1, • • • , y } 

is a collection of random variables. 

By using (4.27), we have 

E[{W[j,){b,a))'\{A,HQ}] 

( ^1' 
= 2y/NAt' Y M^^'^'^k ^ ŝ('̂ ef,) 

\ A;=l 

N/2 _ 

= AN At' y A'^^Alr.Alr.E[cos'{9,Nj] 
^—^^ k k k 

fc=i 

N/2 

= 2NAt*J2Al.A^.Al^; (4.31) 
j f c = l 
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that is 

^(AT) -

\ 

N/2 

2NAt^yA\A'^A'. 
k=:l 

k 'k "-k 

Similarly, under Hi, by using equation (4.28) 

E[W^{b,a)\{A,Hi}] = 0, 

(4.32) 

(4.33) 

and 

E[W(V)(6,a) |̂M,ffi}] 
N/2 N/2 

=2At'YAi-Ai-Ai^^^^t'^'y<N. (4.34) 

4.7 Asymptotic Behavior of the Test 

We now use the Central Limit Theorem to study the asymptotic behavior of our 

test. 

Theorem 4.7.1. Let 

A=M^^N,/V = 2,4,6,---,A: = - A / 2 + l , - - . , 0 , - - - , A / 2 } 

be a collection of random variables, then 

W[^)ib,a) 

a 
< z A,Ho 

(N) 

1 
27r exp dt, (asymptotic normality condition). 

-oo 

where 

o (N) 

\ 

N/2 

2NAt'^yA'r,A'^A' z-^ w^c «r î 
A : = l 

Proof. To prove the theorem we use the Lindeberg-Feller version of the Central Limit 

Theorem: 
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Theorem 4.7.2. Central Limit Theorem (Lindeberg-Feller). Suppose that for each 

N, Xisji,--- , ÂTryv ^^^ independent, the probability space may change with N. Put 

S/v = XNI + •••-[- Xj^r^; suppose also that ElX^k] = 0, var[X^'k] = ^[X^k]> 

B% = J2HL1 '^ar[X!s/k]- Assume that the random variables in each row are indepen

dent. Assume further that var[Xi^k] < 00 and, moreover, that 

maxvar[Xi^k] —> 0, as N -+ 00, 
k 

and 

(4.35) 

S ^ < C < 00, for N> 1, (4.36) 

then 
S N 

B N 
/V(0,1). 

The proof of this Central Limit Theorem is given in ([26]). 

Theorem 4.7.1 is proved by meeting the assumptions in the Central Limit Theo

rem. 

Now, in our case, 

XMk = 2VNAt'A^NAiNAf,N COS{9,IN). 

where 9^IN is uniformly distributed. Note, for an exemplar, that the COS{9^IN) are 
k '^ 

independent. 

Since 

we obtain 

N/2 

SN = 2^/NAt'Y^wj^^i^^h^ ^os{9,N^). 
k=l 

E[Xr,k] = 0, 

4 A2 A2 A2 Vai[XNk] = 2NAt''A'^j,A^j,A'^r., 
k 'fc "•k 

HN 

N/2 

fc=l 
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We need to show that equations (4.35)and (4.36) are satisfied. In order to do so. let 

us first prove the following lemmas. 

Lemma 4.7.1. .4^ .v are independent and identically distributed with x^("-)-
k 

Proof. Recall from Theorem 4.3.1, 

'4^f =^^fc + ^ 4 -

where X^^ and Yyj^ are independent and normally distributed, hence -4̂ ;v is X^(2) 
k 

with 2 degrees of freedom. • 

Lemma 4.7.2. Y] I j^r 1 ~^ ^ ^^^^ probability one. 

Proof. From Lemma 1, A' v is i.i.d. x^(2), and 
^"k 

E[Al,] = 2. 

Then, by the Khintchine Strong Law of large numbers ([27]). 

A72 

^ E < « — > - v 

with probability one. Hence, 
N/2 ^ 

V-E wr A ^oo 1 

- ^ ^1 
A : = l 

with probability one. ^ 

Lemma 4.7.3. 42 
wi; \ N^oc 

m a x • k \ - - ^ 0 
k \ N 

with probability one. 

Proof. We use the following well-known theorem [26] to prove this Lemma. 
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Theorem 4.7.3. Let {Q.p,P) be a probability space, and let {X\.X < 1} be the 

sequence of random variables defined on it. Then {A"v} converges with probability 

one to the random variable X if 

oo 

] ^ P ( | A , v - X | >e) o c . 

for all e > 0. 

A 2 
N A'->oo 

Now, let Tj^ = maxfc I —jf- ], then Tx > 0 with probability one, if 

oo 

Y^^^^ > e) < ^̂  

for all e > 0. 

Since A' ^ is i.i.d., we have 
""k 

P(Tiv > e) = P (max.42,̂ v > Ae) 

= p ( u . ( . 4 ^ , , , > . Y e ) ) 

<±p{K^>N^) 

= jP{Ai. > Ne), (4.37) 

where .4̂ ,.v is i.i.d. x^(2), and 

f,.{x) = \e-^/'. 

Then, by (4.37) 

•oo AT 

e-'^/'dx = 
'Ne 

Thus, what we need to prove is that 

P(Tv >e)<- r ^~^'^dx = ^e-^^^l'. (4.38) 

2 
N=\ 

for all e. 
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To verify this, we first note that there exists a Q > 0 such that 

-V _Ns 

—e 4 <C„ 

for all ;V > 1. To see this, define the function 

f{x) = xe-""'''. 

Then using elementary calculus we see that 

/ ( I ) = e-'l' > 0, 

and 

f{x) = e-^^/2 - a:(e/2)e-^^/2 = e'^^/^^^ _ ^.(^/o)) 

is negative for x > 2/e and positive for 0 < x < 2/e. 

Therefore f{x) has a maximum at x = 2/e given by 

/(2/6) = (2A)e-' < 2/e. 

Thus, for every A". 

A72e -^ = f{\/2) < 2/e = €,. 

Therefore in (4.39). 

oo oo 

A'=l A'=l 
oo oo 

N=l A'=l 

N/2 

Lemma 4.7.4. p2^ = ^ Var[XNk] is bounded with probability one. 
k=l 

(4.40) 
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Proof. Since 

B̂ . = X:2-VA.l4t„v.4?,.4^,. 
n = l 

we see that 

AV2 J 2 

Bl = 2M' ^ ( . Y 4 ) ( .Y>1^, )1^ . (4.41) 

Now, by the definitions of the DFT-IDFT, we obtain 

V i> V - \ 

by the fact that hi is absolutely summable. Hence 

XAl^ < On. (4.42) 

Similarly, 

NA'^r^ < C„ (4.43) 

and, hence, by equations (4.41), (4.42), and Lemma 4.7.2, B\ is bounded. D 

Lemma 4.7.5. 

max var\Xi;k\ —> 0, 
k 

with probability one. 

Proof. 

maxvar[AA f̂cl = max [2NAt""A] VA^NA^A) 
k k \ ^k h ^k J 

= 2Ai^(|ma.(^^j)(.V4.)(.V,4^.), 

but by Lemma 4.7.3 and equations (4.42) and (4.43), the result follows. D 

Thus, from the lemmas, the asymptotic normality condition is satisfied and The

orem 4.7.1 is proved. D 



We conclude this section with an important theorem, which we is required later. 

Theorem 4.7.4. By equations (4-26) and (4-27), we obtain 

W^^^{b,a)\Hi-\\l,-^{b,a)\{Ho}^0, 

with probability one. 

Proof. By (4.26) and (4.28), using the same noise vector Wk and random phase 9 on 

both case. 

IF(V)(6,a)|Hi-W(V,(6,a)|//o 
N/2 

r / 7 7 A ,2 V ^ 4 4 4 j{-0 \+0 N-duN+2-nnk/N) 

= VNAt' Y ^ i f^<A^ve ^ '̂  -̂  "̂  
^=-f+i 

N/2 

+ A a Y 4.ve^'^2""'/^^]e''^^ 
A:=-f+l 

K 
2 

NAt Y: [A..A^.A,J^'-r'-r^^i-^'i[ e 
j2-nk/X 

k=-i+l 
N/2 

= \At Yl Al 
2 j{2nnk/N+e^x) 

Ne 
k 

k=-^+i 

Since W^j^Jb,a) is real, we obtain 

D = Wl^^{b,a)\Hi-Ul^^{b,a)\HQ 

N/2 
2 j{2nnk/N+e^x) 

= R XAt Y '<i^ 
k=-f+i 

N/2 

= 2XAt Y ^^^ cos{2TTnk/N + 9^N ) , 
n = l 

where {2'Knk/N) + 9^s) is uniform (0,27r), thus, 

E{D) = 0, 
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N/2 

vaT{D) = 2X'At'Y^k^ 
n=l 

but from Lemma 4.9.4, NA'j^ < Ch, hence 

N/2 

N'" m ~"^lv 
var(D) < 2X^At^ f ^ = ^ ^ ' ^ m ^ ^i , 

^ ^ - Z ^ M2 AT2 ^V ^ r ^ 
n = l 

Now, using Theorem 4.9.3, we are done if we can show that 

oo 

^ P [ | D | > e ] < o o , 
n = l 

for all e > 0. By the Markov's inequality, 

oo oo .. 

n=l n = l 

oo 

= E 1 2X'At'{N/2) 
e2 ^ 2 

n = l 

< OO. 

Hence D -^ 0 with probability one. D 

Hence, from this theorem and Theorem 4.7.1, under Hi, 

^^'("'"i.^Ai.. 
"(N) i /^^'K^' '" <'•''' 

4.8 Optimal Detector 

Recall the statement of the problem from the first section of this chapter, the 

statistical decision probelm is given in equation (4.1). By the Neymann-Pearson 

Lemma, we can easily see that the wavelet coefficient (as our test statistic) is the 

optimal test to compare with the threshold topt{N) in the white noise case. Namely, 

the probability densities of ji under the hypotheses are 

N/2 
1 {Ri-^sjY 

•.e 2<r^ 

i=-f + l 
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and 
A72 

p,.i«„(/i.i//o) = n ^ ' ' ' ' ^ -
i = - y + l 

Hence, the likelihood ratio is 

Li _ PjilHAPilHi) 

Lo Pj-\Ho{Ri\HQ) 

and we conclude Hi if ^ > CQ, for some constant CQ. Now, take the log for both 

side of the equation and move all the known variables to the other side (each ŝ  are 

known). It is clear that comparing LI/LQ to a threshold CQ is equivalent to comparing 

E ^'^^i 
i= - f+ 1 

to some threshold Ci = topt{N), where Si = hi. 

Thus, of fixed a and b, the wavelet coefficient is defined as 

A72 

i r ( 6 , a ) = Y li^^i^ 

and the decision rule can be stated: if W{b,a) > topt{X) we conclude Hi; and if 

Tr(6, a) < topt{N), we conclude ^o- Now, 

PFA.,, = P ( n ' ( ^ a ) > topt{N)\Ho) = a 

for all N, and 

PD^AN) = P(W(b,a) > to,t{N)\Hr). 

For the colored noise model defined in equation (4.2), since \]\N){b,a) is normal 

{0,a') with a in equation (4.4.21), we have 

topt{N) = ZaO- = Za 
\ 

N/2 

2NAt^J2^^-^r (4.45) 
k=l 
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and we define 

topt — hm Za 
N^oo 

\ 

N/2 

A:=l 

This limit is convergence since a is bounded. 

4.9 Coherent Structure Detector versus Optimal Detector 

In this section, we prove our main theorem. Theorem 4.1.1 in Section 4.1. To do 

so, we prove the following lemmas. 

Lemma 4.9.1. Let threshold tcsD{N,n, a, a) be defined in (4.3) then 

lim PFACSD = <̂ -
n—>^oo 

Proof. Again, recall that for any event A that P(^) = E{IA)- By applying smoothing, 

and then dominated convergence, we obtain: 

lim P {Wx{b, a) > tcsD{N, n, a, a)) 
n—>oo 

= l i m E {E {l(^w^(^b,a)>tcsD{N,n,a,a)\A)) 
n—>oo 

= E ( l i m E {liW.{b,a)>tcsDiN,n,a,a)\A)) . ( 4 . 4 7 ) 
\n—>̂ oo / 

Now, recall that the independence of phase and amplitude for incoherent x from the 

definition of the exemplar, this implies that 

E {k^x{b,a)>tcsDiN,n,a,a)\A) 

= E {l{W-{b,a)>tcsD{N,n,a,a)\A) . ( 4 . 4 8 ) 

Therefore, from equations (4.47) and(4.48). 

lim P {Wx{b, a) > tcsD{N,n, a, a)) 
n— •̂oo 

= E ( l i m E {l(W^{b,a)>tcsD{N,n,a,a)\^) ] 
\n->oo / 

= E(a) 

= a, 
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where A is defined Section 4.7. D 

Lemma 4.9.2. 

Za(^(^N) "^ ^opt 

with probability one, where 

^(N) -
\ 

N/2 

2NAt^yA'^A'^A', 
A ; = l 

k "^fc "•*: 

and topt is defined in equation 4-46-

Proof. Using Theorem 4.8.3, we must show that 

oo 

E ^ [l̂ aĈ fAT) - W l > e] < OO 
n = l 

Now, by the Markov's inequality, we need 

oo 

7 ^ P [l'̂ a< (̂A )̂ ~ iopt\ ^ f 
n = l 

oo .. 

^ E T^ [l̂ â AT) - V H < ^• 
n = l 

(4.49) 

Choosing e < 1 and A; = 3 and using the fact that .4^,^ are independent from Theorem 

4.3.1, the right hand side of the equation (4.49) is given by: 

E T^ [[-̂ "̂ (V) ~ ôptl ] 
n = l 

< ZiE 
— " a 

iV^4„^?„««-l) 

<MY,N'Al.A%mAl«-^)\% (4.50) 

n 

Now, by Lemma 4.9.3, 

N^Alr^ < Ci, 
'h^ 

and 

N^A% < C2, 
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also, E[|(A^;v - 1)̂ 1] is a constant. Hence equation (4.50) becomes 

^]^E(^'<-)(^'4)<^-A3 
n 

Now consider the definitions of tcsD(A) and topt in equations (4.3) and (4.46), we 

obtain the following lemma: 

Lemma 4.9.3. Under Hi, 

lim hm tcsD{N, n, a, a) = topt 
N—^oo n—»-oo 

with probability one. 

Proof. For convenience, let us use the notation 

tcsD{X) = lim tcsD{N,n,a,a), 
n^oo 

here convergence is with probability one and n in this limit is the number of exemplars. 

Then, tcsD{N) is a random variable and a function of [A^N}. Suppose there exists 

6 > 0 and subsequence {Ni} such that 

tcsD{Ni) <topt-S, (4.51) 

for all Ni. This subsequence Ni will be dependent on A. 

From the definition of tcsD{''^, Aj, a, a). 

W^^,^{b,a) > tcsD{n,Ni,a,a)\A,Hi 

Hence, we can clearly show that 

'w^~^^{b,a)>tcsD{Ni)\A,Hi 

= a. 

= a. 

To see this, we let 

E = {u: W%b,a) > tcsD{Ni)\A,Hi}, 
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and 

En = { '̂ : i r ' ( 6 , a) > tcsD{n.. Xt. a. a) A, Hi}, 

then. En -^ E. Now P has a finite measure, by the Dominated convergence theorem, 

we have P{En) -^ P{E). 

Now, 

= P 

+ P 

> P 

+ P 

\V^^^^{b,a)>tcsD{^\)\A,Hi 

W^~^^{b,a)>topt\A,Hi 

W^~^^{b,a) e {tcsD{N^),topt]\A,Hl 

'w^~^^{b,a)>topt\A,H 

W^^^^{b,a)e ltopt-S,topt]\A.Hi 

Consider the first term in equation (4.52), 

(4.52) 

W;^~Jb,a)>toptA,Hi 
(Nr) 

= P 
^ ;̂v.(̂ '«) t 

> 
opt 

(•Vi) 
(Jt~. 

A, Hi 

iN) 

For a fixed c. 

™ ->c\{A,Hi} 
(Jt~. 

{N) 

-^ F[Z > c], 

as discussed in equation 4.7.44. 

Now, 

^.V.(^«) t (Ni) 
> 

opt 

a (Ni) 
a 

A, Hi 
(AT) 

= P m' ^>ZaA,Hi 
at~. (Ni) 

— I topt ^ ry P 

H (̂'̂ .)(M) t 

O^. 
e [2a, ^ 1 A, H, 

a (N) 

+ 1 topt ^ -7 1"̂  
TE ^ ^ a 

< ^ ( 7 V ) -

(Ni) 

erf-. 
(A^.) 

0-^-, 
(A^.) 

(4.53) 

(4.54) 
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Recall Lemma 4.9.2. Let ^ > 0, there is an A such that 

Za ~ 
^opt <s. 

if A > A. Note that this A is a function of the {.4^,.}. When ^ ^ > Z^, and 
af-. 

A, > A, 

P 

(-V.) 

^ryv.)(^'«) t t 

af-. 
(A^i) 

(7 (AT) 

t 

Ai^i <P ^ ( iv . ) ( ^ ' « ) 

af~. 
(^.) 

Similarly, when Z^ > - ^ and A^ > A, we have 
o ~ 

(Ni) 

o-^-. 
(Ni) -â -. 

(^«) 

A^i <P ^(V)(^'«) r 
crf~. 

(A^.) 

A, Hi 

Since this is true for all 5 > 0, 

TS >^oi 
"(N,) 

^fM^i^^^) f 

af-. 
{N^) 

Crf~. 
(N.)) 

+ / 7 <'J^£t_ 

W;~(b,a) f 

cr^r-. 
(Ni) a (N)) 

A, Hi 

A, Hi 0. (4.55) 

as Ai —)• oo with probability one. 

From this and equation 4.9.53, we obtain 

^rV.(^«) t (Ni) 

a^c. 
> 

opt 

at~. 
A, Hi = F 

^.v.(^«) 
> Za A, Hi 

(Ni) 

a 
(Ni) (Ni)) 

with probability one. 

Now consider the second term in equation 4.9.52. Recall that 6 is fixed. 

W^NJ''''^) .t^.-S t 
e[ 'opt 

= p 

(Nr)) 

JNx))^ > ^ Ippt 

'opt 

(Ni)) (N,)) 

]A,Hi 

erf-. 
A, Hi 

(Ni)) 

- P 
^̂ 7̂ ..Ĵ '«) t..^-6 

af-. 
< 

opt 

(Nr)) a 
A, Hi 

(AT) 

(4.56) 

(4.57) 
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Now let S he 0 < 6 < j^S. And choose A such that 

'Opt 

a 
-Za <S, 

N 

and 
5 6 

V) ^ 
<s, 

whenever N > N. 

Using the same argument in equations (4.54)-(4.56), for fixed 6, 

Jim P \w^~ {b,a) G [topt - S,topt]\A,Hi] = c{6) > 0 
Ni^oo L V i ; J 

Here the limit is taken along the subsequence in (4.51). 

Then, 

Jim P[FF(V)(6,a) > tcsD{N^)\\A,Hl] ^a + c{6) > a, 
Ni^oo 

which is a contradiction. Thus there is no subsequence of the form in (4.51). In an 

identical fashion, we may show that there is no (5 > 0 with a subsequence Aj with 

tcsD{N^) > topt + 5 

for all A ,̂. Then 

tcSD{X) —>• topt, 

with probability one. • 

Lemma 4.9.4. IftcsD{N) -)• topt, with probability one, then 

P[W{b,a) > tcsD{N)\Hi] -^ P[W{b,a) > topt\Hi], 

as n ^^ oo and A -^ oo. 

Proof. Since tcsD{N) —)• topt, and P is a finite measure, the result follows by the 

dominated convergence theorem. D 
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Hence 

lim lim PDCSD = Jim Poopt-
A*—>oo n—>-Dc A —>-oo 

The proof of condition e in Theorem 4.1.1 follows immediately from Lemma 4.9.3 

and Lemma 4.9.4. And the proof of Theorem 4.1.1 is complete. 

4.10 Numerical Examples 

We will end this chapter with numerical examples, in which we seek to compare 

the Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) of the Coherent Structure Detector 

(CSD) to the standard optimal detector. Recall that for the case of fixed a and b, the 

wavelet coefficient is defined as 
K 
2 

W{b,a)= Y ^^^^^• 
i=-f+l 

Now, for the optimal test, let us consider i.i.d. A(0, a') noise. Note 

A' 

E{W{b,a)\HQ) = E\ Y rl^Xh^=0, 

.^=-f+l 

and 
N ^ 2> 
2 

Var(M^(6,a)|//o)=E| ( Y ^^^^^] 

= E|(^niA/ii)(^n,A/i,) 

= X2a'Y^l 
i 

Since W{b, a) is normal, we obtain the following, 

^[w{b,a)-0 ^ topt{N)-0 

Hence, the threshold is 

topt{X) = XaZa 

N 

E ^i 
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Now, under Hi, 

2 

\V{b,a)\Hi= Y ^'^^f'^ 

N 

Y (^i + A/ii)A/ij 

2 N 

= Y riiXhi-hX'Y^h 
i=-f+i 1=1 

2 

E(W(b,a)\H,) = X'' Yl hi 
i=-f+i 

2 

Var(VF(6,a)|//i)-AV Y ^^ 
l = - y + l 

and we obtain 

PD„,m = p ' > ' 

v AA/E,LE., ''f +1 A-JEI.,,/^? j 

= P z> ^-
^-jEt^^ihl I 

= p Z> Za-
\ 

N \ 

a' 
\ 

(4.58) 

/ 

where we define 
N 

^ l - ^ . . > ^ ' h ' 

a' 
as the signal-to-noise ratio (see [17]). 

To simplify our calculation, we consider that the noise model is i.i.d. A(0,1) and 

{/ij is the Haar wavelet. Hence, the signal-to-noise ratio is given by X'a. Now, for 
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a fixed signal-to-noise ratio, we have the following resulting plots: Figures 4.2 - Fig. 

4.4 show the ROC of the optimal detector compare with the ROC of the CSD. In 

these cases, we fixed Â  and X'a and varv a. 

0.4 

0.3 

02 

0.1 

- J - ^ - ^ -

optimal test 
coherent structure detector 

0.1 0 2 0.3 0 4 0.5 
PFA 

0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 

Figure 4.2: ROC of CSD versus OPTD, with .Y = 1024, a = 16, and A = .73539 

go.5 

0.4 

0.3 

0.2 

0.1 

I I 

optimal test 
coherent structure detector 

_i I I i_ _l L_ 
0.1 0.2 03 0.4 0.5 

PFA 
0.6 0 7 0 8 0.9 

Figure 4.3: ROC of CSD versus OPTD. with A = 1024, a = 32, and A = .52 
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01 

optimal test 
coherent structure detector 

0 2 0.3 0.4 0.5 
PFA 

0.6 0.7 0 8 0 9 

Figure 4.4: ROC of CSD versus OPTD, with A = 1024, a = 256 and A = .18385 

Note for small a/A, that our technique performs nearly optimally. In fact, the 

performance is good for a/N = 1/4. The similarity between the ROCs are not 

surprising. Under HQ, the exemplar and the original signal have the same distribution. 

Under Hi, the energy in the signal is spread through the entire windom when the 

phase is randomized. The threshold used by the coherent structure test is not great!}-

affected by the presence of the signal. 
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CHAPTER V 

GLRT DETECTOR VERSUS COHERENT STRUCTURE DETECTOR 

In the previous chapter, we compare the coherent structure detector to the optimal 

Neyman-Pearson test detector in the case of known scale and location. In this chapter, 

we compare our technique (CSD) with the generaUzed likehhood ratio test detector, 

called GLRT detector. We will detect a signal with known scale but unknown location. 

5.1 The Generahzed Likehhood Ratio Test 

Consider the statistical decision problem: 

(5.1) 
Ho: 7, = n i ; z = - f + l , . . . , 0 , . . - , f 

Hi: ^i = ni-\-Si = ni-^ Xhi, z = - : | + 1, . . . , 0, • • • , f 

where Ui is defined in equation (4.2) and 

Si = Xh { 

Our coherent structure detector used the wavelet coefficients as the test statistic. 

The optimum detector would, of course, be the likelihood ratio test for HQ and Hi. 

Unfortunately, this detector is a composite test based on the distribution of b, in 

which case 6 is a random (and unknown) parameter describing the location of the 

signal, and as such is difficult to implement and analyze. Instead, as is common 

practice, a generahzed likelihood ratio test is used [24]. 

Namely, we first estimate the unknown parameter b under Hi using the maximum 

likehhood estimator, denoted by b. Let P^.|^^(Pi|i7i) be the probabihty density 

function, when b = b in equation (5.1). Then, the generahzed likelihood ratio is 

^^Pbe[-N/2+l,N/2] ^-yilHii^^^^^ 

^•yi\Ho{Pi\Ho) 

Note that, the statistics of GLRT is the sup of the wavelet coefficients and the sup 

is reached when the sup on the wavelet coefficient occur. (See Chapter 4 on [24] for 

motivation.) 
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Thus, we make a decision based on the comparison of the generalized likelihood 

ratio and the threshold tGLRT{X). Thus, probabilities of false alarm and detection 

for the generalized likelihood ratio test 

PFAGLRT = P(sup(ir(6,a)) > tGLRT{N)\Ho) = a, 
b 

and 

PDCLRT = P(sup(Vl/(6,a)) > tGLRT{N)\Hi). 
b 

Here tGLRT{N) is the threshold of the generahzed likelihood ratio test. Note that 

the threshold varies with the window size in (5.1). 

5.2 GLRT Detector versus Coherent Structure Detector 

With the above definition, we now consider the coherent structure detector. The 

probabihties of false alarm and detection are given as following: 

PFACSD = P{sup{W{b,a)) > tcsD{N)\Ho), 

and 

PDCSD = P(sup(iy(6,a)) > tcsD{N)\Hi), 
b 

where tcsD{^) is the threshold for the coherent structure detector defined as 

tcsD{N) = lim tcsD{n,N,a,a). 
n—»oo 

The n in this limit is the number of exemplars; scale a and test size a are considered 

fixed. Note that this generalized likehhood ratio test has the advantage of estimating 

the signal location b when a detection is made. 

To illustrate the coherent structure detector performance, Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show 

the comparison of the Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) of the Coherent 

Structure Detector to the Generalized Likehhood Ratio Test Detector (GLRTD). In 

both case, we fixed a and A, and let A vary. The resulting plots indicate that our 

technique is very close to the GLRT detector if A is big compare to a. 

Again, this is expected since phase randomization smears the signal energy through 

the entire window. 
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anipihid*m1.2S a=16 iiit*ngnte1024 

Figure 5.1: ROC of CSD versus GLRTD, for N = 1024 

vrpfliid*s1.2S a>16 «itangth=2S6 

Figure 5.2: ROC of CSD versus. GLRTD, for N = 256 
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CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In this dissertation we have developed a statistical technique for identifying coher

ent structures in signals using wavelet transforms. This technique was then applied 

to several physical examples demonstrating the effectiveness of the method. In this 

section we provide some concluding remarks including a discussion of alternative ap

proaches and future directions of continued research in this area. 

6.1 Detections in Long Time Series 

The examples demonstrated in this dissertation are for relatively short time series. 

Our coherent structure detector controlled the probability of false alarm and detection 

over the entire time window. However, atmospheric measurements are often made 

over long periods of time. Setting a low probability of false alarm for an entire window 

is then impractical, since thresholds are then pushed so high that many interesting 

detections are missed. Instead a technique to control the number of false alarms per 

unit time is more apprepriate, so that the number of times threshold is exceeded in 

a long time series can be compared to the probability of false alarm per unit time, so 

conclusions may be reached about valid detections. 

6.2 Using CS Detector for Conditional Sampling 

Our coherent structure detector identifies which time-scale bins have relevant en

ergy. Based on this information, we can then apply the traditional conditional sam

pling technique in atmospheric sciences to estimate the shape of coherent structures 

by designing an optimal matched filter. This filter is then chosen to best match a 

collection of sample waveforms identified in experimental time series. 
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6.3 Using Orthogonal Wavelet Transform 

Our technique uses a discrete implementation of the continuous wavelet transform. 

As such, the signal representation is in terms of a frame instead of a basis. Using an 

orthogonal wavelet transform allows time-scale filtering, and our technique may be 

used to design these filters. Unfortunately, orthogonal wavelets sometimes have poor 

performance due to registration problems. These issues must be investigated. 
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